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SGA revamps selection
of graduation· speaker
by Rob Speirs
staff writer

with SGA Treasurer Andy Sorensen and SGA Vice
President April Roberts.
Commenting on last year's controversy, Roberts
said the process was fair, but he understood the concerns.
"From what I understand,
[Pritchard's) speech was better, but
this year's process will be more
fair to the contestants," Roberts
said.
Last year's committee received
only two applications, in contrast to 30
the previous year. Several applications have already been submitted for
this year's competition, according to
Roberts.
Roberts has had previous forensics experience but will not judge
the technical aspects of the
speeches. Instead, she will represent the student audience's perspective.
Junior SCOM major Allison
Kidd will be one of the students
serving on the selection panel. lGdd
is vice president of the forensics
team, and she has experience judging speech competitions at high
school and state-wide tournaments.
Speakers are generally judged
on their delivery and overall
dynamism, Kidd said.
Gretchen Reynolds,
SCOM professor, will also
judge the prospective speakers.

The Student Government Association has
instituted changes in the selection process for
this year's senior graduation speaker after controversy arose last year.
School of spee'h communication professors,
forensic team members and SGA executive officers
will now select the student speaker from the applicants. About six or seven people will serve on the
committee, according to SCA President
Dave Baker, who chooses the
panel members.
Last year's controversy surrounded the selection of student
speaker Bernie Pritchard by a
comm ittee composed mos tly of
SGA members. At that time,
Pritchard was an active member
and speaker pro tempore of SGA.
The problem with the '96 contest was that it was thrown together at the last minute, according to
Baker.
''The speaker contest was fa ir,
but it looked very shady [because
the speaker was a member of
SGA]," Baker said.
A lack of publicity also contributed to the confusion of
last year's competition, he
said. SGA is trying to
increase participation in this
year's competition through
increased and earlier advertising, according
to Baker.
Baker will sit on the panel
EMILY CHILDR.ESSisraphics tdltor

Campus group backs candidate for governor
To help defeat Democratic challengers
this fall, the JMU College Republicans
donated local office space to Republican
gubernatorial candidate Jim Gilmore's
campaign Wednesday.
"We think it's great the JMU
Republicans are willing to share s pace
with us/' Todd Reid, Gilmore's campaign
field director, said. "It's going to be a great
outpost for us in Harrisonburg."
Gilmore, who happened to be in
Harrisonburg conducting business
Wednesday, took time to meet with
CoUege Republican leaders.
"[Gilmore] was really excited, and we
got to talk to him for 20 minutes," Jason
Redding, vtce chairman of the JMU
CoUege Republicans, said.
Ty Cobb, a JMU College Republican,

Balancing act
Spotswood Hleh School JW11or Jason Wao-r takes advantage
of the warm, sunny weather saturday aftemoon by executing a
btcky RollerbladlnC mMeUVer on a stair rail near MUier Hall.

see GRADUAnoN page 2

Republicans donate office
by Courtney Crowley
staff writer

KYLE BVSSismior photogrophu

said the organization wants to offer office
space to any Republican frontrunner candidate. Gilmore, Virginia's attorney general, is the Republican frontrunner this early
in the race.
The office space gift came as a surprise
because no other CoUege Republican Club
in Virginia has donated available office
space, Reid said.
Redding said the JMU College
Republicans are leasmg the office space
with money raised through various fund
raisers.
Donating space to support Gilmore
became possible when JMU College
Republicans began leasing office space
from SEI Inc. at the beginning of this
semester. SEI is a technology firm in
Harrisonburg that relocated its offices and
now leases its former office space to JMU
see R£PUBUCANS page 2

State legislators vote to implement
six-day lag pay for state employees
a week before ~yday, forcins employers
to act on gOOd l'aith that employees will
work thole dayS.
"Let's say you get paid on Friday.
Emergency legislation kept all state
agencies, including JMU, from imple- Olecb have to go in to be procead on
menting a lag pay program scheduled to Monday,"' said Tamar Eisen, counse1or at
begin Jan. 1, but the program will return the Department of Employee Relations.
"We f;ave to assume you'll work
for state employees in July.
The State Senate and House of Tuesday (through Friday1 but we don't
Delegates voted Saturday to implement a lcncJw. You may take a day off or get sick,
six-day lag, amending a program and then we'd have to coned it on your

approved last year that wouJd t.ve cre- next peycheck."
ated a tw~k lag. State P.mp~ still
The pmgram appn?Ved Saturday will
receive the 4.35 percent pay raise create a biweekly pay schedule, beginapproved last Y':!U'·
l:.ag pay is a program created to give
state agencies time between work performed and the date of paychecks.
Currently, state employees are paid
through the date that appears on lhe1r
paychecb, but chedcl must be p« sa et1

ning with the July 18 pa~checks.

Employees wDI receive paycheCks July 1

for working through the date of their

err=

checb. The July 1s pay date wm reflect
the Jag,~
wiD be paid
farWOdtperfmned
July 12.
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"To the pms alone, che.quued as
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Reynolds has taught public
speaking at JMU for the past 12

years.

Reynolds said she will look for
an enthusiastic speaker whose

message relates to the graduating
class.
"Delivery is going to count a
great deal and also the content of
the message," Reynolds said.
The competition is open to all
seniors graduating in May. There
is no minimum GPA requirement.
Speeches can be on any topic,
but they must not exceed four
minutes. The speech delivered at
the audition must be identical to
the speech that will be presented
dwmgthecommmcemmt~

mony on May 3 in Bridgeforth
Stadium.

The panel will hear the
speeches 3-5:30 p.m., March 13.

Applications are available in

GNpfA.Aoom

the SGA office in Taylor Hall or

Msi.NM&o
Derek ......

may be downloaded from the
SGA web site. Applications are
due March 10 in the SGA office.

Emily~

Flp De l.alca,

PaY-----------------------~--

contlnued from PllfJ6 1

At this juncture, we dm't know what the COrrection
will )()()k like•
It was often difficult to know how the lag pay
problem would be remedied because there are
many bills on the House and Senate floors address.
-l..~t..ing the same issue, Weaver said.
payu~.
'gh
b
The JMU Faculty Senate sent a letter to local state
''We're getting strai t answers, ut the straight
legislative representatives, Gov. George AlJen (R)
answers are, 'We don't know,"• Weaver said.
and the State Faculty Senate, a(:cording to the Nov.
ln the program apProved Saturday, pay periods
11 issue of The Breeze.
will run from the lOth to the 24th
"We believe the [4.2 per- 11
•
•
and the 25th to the 9th of each
cent lag pay} plan is wrong
month. To make up the six-day
in principle, that it is both
lag created by the program, Eisen
impractical and unfair, and
said employees will receive com.
that it imposes an unreason'
, 11
pensation when ~leave state
able Hardship on employservice.
1
ees," the Jetter stated.
Andy I<ohen_ professor of ecoThe Jetter expressed connomics and Faculty Senate memcerns of faculty members
Cart Weaver ber, said, "If [the lag pay proand other JMU employees
Faculty Senate speaker gram is) the P,lan that we heard
who are paid by the
. announced a! ou~ !ast Faculty
Senate meehng [Feb. 6), I think at s a definue
Conunonwealth of Virginia. Concerns listed in the
letter included the effect Jag pay would have on
improvement over the earlier legislation."
paying bills.
Fred Hilton, director of media relations, said, "I
Carl Weaver, Faculty Senate speaker, said, '1've
think that it sounds like a good solution." Hilton
received responses from aU of [the state senators
saJd he thinks the plan approved by the state legisand delegates from this area]. They've indicated
lature would have "no adverse affect on state
that they were aware of the problem, they appreciemployees."
ated the infonna.tion we gave them, and they said
Eisen said she is confident employees will be
fu planned to correct the problem in this session. happy with the new program once it's in place.
net result of what has been pronno:n.A IS that
t""'"'"""
d
employees won't feel an impact," Eisen sai .
"Checks are going to come the way they always
have." However, employees will have a two-and-ahalf·week period in July when they will not receive
NT\.I I n::

11

We're gettzng strazght
answers but the answers
are 'We don't know.
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How to place a classified:
Come to Trtt Breeze office
weekdays between 8 a.m.
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Cost: $250 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified,
$10 per column inch.

Deadlines: noon Friday
for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid
in advance m The Breeze
office.

Republicans _ _~---------~:...-...;.:_--

continued ~rom page 1

College Republicans, Redding
said.
" We have computers, faxes
and other items in the office that
we
can
use
at
our
discretion,"Redding said. "We
-use it as OW' headquarters, but it's
more space than we need and we
have friends in the Gilmore campaign.

"We're an energetic club," he
continued. "We came up with
this idea, and we talked to the
Gilmore people about our idea.
They thought it was a good idea."
The office, which is set to open
in April at 39 South Gate Ct. in
Harrisonburg, will act both as the
headquarters for JMU's College
Republicans and a campaign
office for Gilmore.
"It will 'be a campaign office
staffed 90 percent by JMU
College Repubbcans. We'll print
fliers, make phone calls, do mailings and other things for Mr.
Gilmore,"Redding said.
Cobb said, "1his does more for
Gilmore than anything because it
legitimizes him before the prima·
ry."
Gilmore's campaign is based in
Richmond. However, having a
district office in Harrisonburg
will allow Gilmore's campaign to
reach voters in western Virginia
more easily.
"[This office] also establishes
Gilmore's presence in the western
part of Virginia, especially in the
Shenandoah Valley," Cobb said.
"Now he has an actual base to
work from."
The College Republicans'
membership of about 700, based
on anyone who has ever attended
a meeting this year, makes it the
largest College Republican group

PHOTO COURT'&W OF C()U..IGE REPUBLICANS

~College Republicans surround Jim Gilmore, the apparvnt RepubUcan frontrunner tor Vlr&lnia't

race, In Richmond In November. The group has donated otnce apace to Gilmore's ~·

in the state, Redding said. has] the support of Co llege
However, only 150 of those mem- Republicans across the state, and
bers are active.
we'll help him win."
This effort is unique in the dr·
College Republicans' goal is to
des ?f Virginia College centralize the youth movement
Republican groups, according to for Gilmore in Harrisonburg and
Redding.
Rockingham County and elect as
"We are the very first group to ~ny Republican officials as pos~
do this," he said. "This is one of Sible, Redding said.
the biggest things any College
However, Virgmia's attorney
Republican group has done in a general isn't JUSt another candivery long time."
date to College Republ icans at
'Thb is a watershed mark for JMU.
the youth movement for
"(Gilm~re) is a man of mtegriGilmore," Redding said. "[He
ty who wtll kt>ep his promises to

the youth of today," JM U
College Republican Gary Marx
said.
Redding said GUmore himself
also participated in a College
Republican organization. "He
came up through the ranks
We're pleased to have one of bur
own running for governor."
That's not the only reason for
thear support of Gilmore
though. Gilmore is a proponent
of higher education And
Gi lmore is someone younger
people can trust, Redding said.
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Administrators soon will select
spring commencement speaker

In the news

Headlines from across the state
AP/newsfinder

Director ofmedia relations hopes to bring governor to ]MU
by Jacqueline Cook
contributing writu.

r:=.

The upcorni1g speaker for 1he graci.Jating
class of 1W7 Is sill t.ndecided. Past speakers
have Included:
May 1993- Gov. Douglas Wilder
May 1994- Sen. John Womer
May 1995 - Lawrence Eagleburger,
former Secretary of State
May 1996- SyMa Peters, founder and
president of Whole Village
May 1997- ???????????

RICHMOND- A partisan stalemate over selection of a Virginia
Supreme Court justice spilled over into Friday's scheduled final day of
the 199'7 General Assembly.
If legislators fail to strike a compromise before adjournment, Gov.
George Allen (R) wiU make the appointment - a prospect Democrats
do not relish.
The deadlock is a product of the 1995 election that left the 40 members evenly divided between Democrats and Republicans. Several
Supreme Court nominees feU one vote shy of election on a series of
party-line voles.
Amoog those -rqec,;.,.·.....
ctedw~ were three Virginia Appeals Court judges Richard Bray, Johanna Fitzpatrick and Jere M.H. Willis Jr.
Denocratic U Gov. Donald Beyer Jr. presides over the Senate and
breaks tie votes on most issues, but he cannot vote on judges.
Before last year, Democrats held majorities in both houSes and controlled judicial appointments. Now the split Senate gives Republicans
enough muscle to block appointments, but not enough to get their own
nominees eJected.
1'hi5 is new ground," said Del. James Almand (D-Arlington). "'t's
part oi the democratic process. It may not be pretty, but it's a good sys~en.•

ers.
Last year's commencement
speaker was S'ylvia Peters,
founder and president d Whole
Village, an organiz,\ticn that promotes educational reform.
Typically the administration
does not try to get a speaker of
national acclaim because they
charge high fees, Hilton said.
"We just feel that it's not a good
use of students' and the public's
money to bring in a celebrity."
Nationally known speakers,
like entertainment and TV personalities, usually charge anywhere from $50,000 to SlOO,OOO,
Hilton said. Political speakers
usually do not charge a fee.
Some students feel obtaining a
celebrity speaker would be worth
the expense.

news seroice

General Assembly stalemate could lead to Governor
eelection of VIrginia Supreme Court justice

Who's next In Une?

JMU has not selected this
year's spring commencement
speaker, but the decision will
probably be made within the
next few weeks.
Administrators and JMU
President Ronald Carrier will
make the 6naJ decision as to who
the graduation speaJcer will be.
One poasibillty Virginia
ernor George Allen (R). ..
d.itionally, we li1ce to get the gov·
emor to come at least once during his time in office, .. Fred
Hilton, director of media relations, said. NSo, since this is his
last year, we would like for him
tocome.H
Hilton said he did not know
yet if Allen will be available to
speak, but is hopeful the governor's schedUle will permit hiin to
do so.
Hilton said he did not want to
disclose the names of any other
potential commencement speak-

• • •

jMU is never going to get the
recognition it deserves Unless it
does what other universities do,,.
senior Barney Guacheta said.
"I think JMU should pay
whatever it takes to bring someone well-known in,,. Guacheta
said
Other students, however,
think tem ol thousands of dollars
is too much to pay for a speaker.
"I think $50,000 of student
money is too much," senior
Angie France said . "It doesn't
matter to me whether [the speaker] is famous or not as long as he
has something meaningful for us
to take away."
Senior Susanne Dobrick
agreed. "As long as the speaker
isn't boring," she said, "1 don't

care how famous he is."
When asked who they would
lik.e to have at graduation, however, both France and Dobrick
~ Maya Angelou would be
a good choice. Dobrick also suggested Allen as a positive choice.
"I would love for Governor
Allen to speak at our graduation,'' Dobrick said.
"'He's the highest official in
our state, and it is his last year as
Viotinia's governor- our class
would be lucky to have him as
our speaker, she said.
Senior Kim Aberoortlbie said,
"It's important to have someone
who has values the whole class
can admire. Someone with many
achievements in hiS past - not
necessarily someone famous.
H

N

Friday was a day cl brief floor sessions, followed by breaks so g:rirnlooking legjslators could meet in private Democratic and Republican
caucuses to plot strategy.
"'We don't have a pope yet/" House Speaker Thomas Moss Jr. of
Norfolk toJd delegates at midaftemoon. 1here is no white s~"
The standoff brought all other assembly busilW!SS to a halt Rules
adopted by the assembly say that once the judicial selection process
begins, nothing else om be done until the positions are 61Jed. About 70
bills on which the House and Senate couJd not agree were awaiting
compromise and final action.
The Supreme Court vacancy was created by the retirement of.
Justice Roscoe Stephenson. who will leave the bench bn July 1.

Students suspended for intimidation with
jacket drawstrings
WYTHEVIU.E - Some of the parents of the 10 white high school
students in Wytheville who were suspended for allegedly tying their
jacket drawstrings into nooses to intimidate black students are asking
the school board to reverse the suspensions and issue a public apology.
"Basically they just made a big thing out of nothing,H said Donna
Metzger, whose son Justin, t7, was suspended. '1'm tired of people
creating this undercurrent of racaal problems that is really not there."
Metzger said the knot her son tied is the same he uses for rock
climbing and rappelling.
Black parents in this southwest Virginia community, however, say
the Jan. 30 suspensions resulted from a pattern of (ada I taunting.
Roltie Phlllips, principal of the 595-student George Wythe High
School, said he determined that the 10 students knew the knots on
their jackets were racist symbols of lynching He said other students
have complained they have seen black dolls hanging from nooses
around school buildings.
"You only have to look at history - Virgima history -to know
that the hangman's noose is a racial thing," said Robert Green ill, a
member of a group formed by black residents to fight racism in 1995. ·
Parents on both sides of the dispute worry it will lead to Other incidents. On Thursday, someone spray-painted racial s lurs on a street
outside the high school. Police say they are investigating.

Name change may be in future for
Hampton Road Mariners
VIRGINlA BEAOi - The Hampton Roads Mariners will become
the Virginia Beach Mariners if City Council approved funding for a
new soccer stadium in Lake Ridge
Sources say the Mariners agreed to the name change during lease
negotiations with the city. The Mariners would lease the $8 million,
6,()Xkeat facility and run it foT the city. The Mariners would become
the second of three area minor league teams to drop regional names in
favor of city identifications.
The Tidewater Tides baseball team became the Norfolk Tides when
they moved to Norfolk's Harbor Park in 1994. The Hampton Roads
Admirals hockey team. which plays at Scope, is the lone professional
sports team with a regional name.
The soc:cer stadium will be discussed by council members Tuesday
in a closed session. A vote on funding isn't expected until next month.
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The Option
for
Adoption...
Do you know
someone who is
pregnant and
considering
. ?
adoptton.,
Give the baby
the best
opportunity in
life. Please
consider the
loving option of
adoption with
Sue and John, a
happily
.
couple
to share their
lives with a
precious baby.
Speak. with
someone who
cares and will
help you.
Ask for Ruth(804) 832-2049
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The Madison Leadership Center is offering employment
opportunities for the 1997-1998 academic school year . The
employment opportunities are for the following offices ••
Leadership Education and Development

Student Organizations and
Development

Job Description: The position being offered
is Program Assistant This person will work
15 hours per week at a rate of $5.75 per
hour. The program assistant works directly
with students, faculty, and administrators in
order to provide JMU students with leadership
opportunities. The Program Assistant meets
with JMU faculty, attends weekly staff
meetings, supervises other students, and
supports and promotes the activities of the
office of Leadership Education and
Development.

Job Description: The program assistant works
Job Description: This office is offering directly with students, faculty, and community
one Progam assistant position. This
agencies to effectively match student leaminQ
person participates and assists in the needs with the volunteer needs of the community
coordination of student organization
agencies, keeping records of the student learners
workshops, serves as the liason
community involvement, attending weekly staff
between organizations, and also serves meetings, and helpinQ develop future Community
as an advisor to the Madison
Service-Learning inittatives. There is a total of 7
Leadership Center. The hourly wage positions available.The hourly wage for this
for this position is $5.75.
position is $5.75
·

Qualifications: The Program Assistant should
have strong oral and written communication
skills, as well as good organizational skills.
The position also requires the ability to initiate
and facilitate multiple projects.
To apply, pick up an application from the
Madison Leadership Center, Taylor 205
Application deadline is Friday, March 14,1997.
Contact person: Susan Shipley 568-3453

Qualifications: Excellent oral
communication skills with the ability to
present to grqups~ basic understanding
of IBM/MAC computer programs.

Community Service-Learning

Qualifictions: A commitment and ability to facliltate
se!"ice:leaminQ as an important part of the
umvers1ty learnmg experience. Strong
organizational and interpersonal skills required.

To apply, pick up an application from Job Description: There is also one position open
the Madison Leadership Center, Taylor for a student manager. The hour1y wage for this
205 Application deadline is Friday,
position is $6.25
March 14,1997.
To apply, pick up an application from the Madison
Contact Person:
Leadership Center, Taylor 205 Application
Jennifer Sowers 568-6613
deadline is Friday, March 14,1997.
Contact Person: Rich Harris ~68-3463
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CISAT -IJuilding
on track for fall
Mild weather eases construction
by Andi Metiler
staff writer
Snowfall this winter may have
hindered the walk to class, but it
hasn't stopped construction of
the first academic building of the
College of Integrated Science and
Technology.
The CfSAT academic building
on east campus will open as
scheduled fall semester, and
more construction is in the
works, said Donald Cosgrove,
director of facilities planning.
JMU
contracted
Nielsen
Construction to build the $14million academic building.
. Other current projects include
a bridge connecting west campus
with east cainpus, a parking lot,
residence hall, student center and
another academic building across
Interstate 81. A second residence
hall, an outdoor amphitheater
and parking decks are planned.
"It's been a mild winter,
which is good for us. We lost two
months last year due to weather,
so we had to make all that time
up," said Thomas Moomaw, project manager for Nielsen.
Even so, senior ISAT major

Erin Blair said she wishes plans
had come together sooner. "I
think It'll be really good for the
people coming into the program,
but I wish they would t\ave finished before now so I coUld have
enjoyed it.If
Other seniors may look at the
expansion in a different light.
Senior Jennifer Millios entered
JMU in fall 1993 among the first
class of ISAT majors, when ISAT
classes were held in trailers on
east campus. Although Millios
won't be a part of OSAT's future,
she said, '1t's exciting to see how
much the program has grown
over the past four years."
Provided construction continues to progress smoothly, the
bridge connecting the Village
with the CISAT building wiU
also open this fall, providing easy
access for ISAT students. "The
bridge is complete now, but it's
not open for traffic - there's just
nowhere to go," Cosgrove said.
When the bridge opens, it will
connect to a parking lot that will
hold about 400 vehicles near the
academic building. The lot is in
the rough grading stage,
Cosgrove said. ''This is the first

ANGELA SMITIII.Jmior p/toloJrapltu

The CGie&e of lfltelnlted Scaenc. 8nd technoloO•• $14 mfllon ~~eedemk bulldlnC, loc.ted on Ule
eaet elde off 1-81, II tile ftm aiM\Will CISAT buHdlnCI to be completed wttNn the next three ~·

stage of getting [the parking lot)
down to the approximate level it
will be at." Cosgrove did not
know whether it will be a commuter lot or residential parking.
Also slated for construction
on the new campus is a student
center and a 425-bed residence
hall, Cosgrove said. Facilities
Planning has targeted October
1998 for completion of the hall,

which then will be available for one company will work on both
occupancy after midterm in jobs.
way it'll be easier conJanuary '99.
rstruction, and there won't be two
The first phase of the student !companies getting in each other's
center - set to open between way," CCJ68l0Ve said.
early fall '98 and spring '99- 1 By April 10, JMU will have
will include a bookstore and din- contracted a company for the
1
ing services, Cosgrove said.
jobs, and work will begin about a
The two projects will be ' month later, Cosgrove said. He
pitched as a single package to
construction companies, meaning
see CISAT page 9

-nus

camp
Howd

"I'm glad they changed the
song because 1 don't belitvt'
the Virsinta song should
have raetst words in tt. They
should leave the past m tile
past."
Uoyd Davis
sophomore, English

l
\

"If it's changed for racial
reasons then that's good, but
it is a part of our history, so
we sltould remember 1t as
that."

Chris Wang
senior, psychology

Cathy Holden
freshman , undeclared

"I think they should lurot kept the
song because it's a part of Virginia's
history."

KwangHan
senior, heallh science

"ltlzink the song was tacist and lit~
slwuld get nd of il because it could
cause a lot of problems."

Lamont Boozer
j unior, sociology

"Personal/~
the song
wouldn't really bother me
because I kuow it was the
past, but some prop/~ may be
offended by it, so I think it
was a positive drcision."

"I don't think it's a big deal
because a maJority of the
people don't know wltat the
state song is anyway."

Ericka Broaddus
freshman, accounting

"I think that if iJ is offensive to
people and if it contains raCial
terms, therz it should fie changed."

Diane Junker
senior, social science
SPOTLIGHT BY ANGELA SMITH
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Applications for
interested Candidates
for SGA and Honor
Council elections
NOW AVAILABLE
Honor
SGA
Council
President

------------------------------------~

JMU Summer 1997 in

3apaVl
Spaces ali
e Sftl/ avatlabJet
Spend June touring Japan!
Participants will spend one week in Tokyo
and two weeks in Kyoto while going on
excursions into neighboring areas. including
Kamakura, Nikko, Nara, Osaka,
Nagoya, and Hiroshima
Eam 3 credit hours in tustory:
History 391 - Japan: Past and Present

Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Excursions may include:
the Imperial Palace, Ginza
District, Nijo Castle, Tokyo City,
Tokugawa Art Museum. and the
A-Bomb Dome and Peace
Museum, among many otherslll.

President
Vice President

Cost·
Approximately $3,500 for VA-resldents, $3,950 for non-VA residents.
For further lnformallo(l, contad the Office of

lnlemntlonal Education, 116273, lnU_adOjmu.edu
or ViSit the JMUIJapan web site at

http://www .jmu.edultntl-ed/JAPAN.html

Virginia Governor's Fellows Program
Summer1997

Purpose
The Governor's Fellows Program offers a select group of
talented and highly motivated young people valuable firsthand experience in the process of state government. The
summer of 1997 will mark the sixteenth year of this program,
created in 1982.
·

Eligibility
Applicants must be graduating seniors or enrolled as degree
candidates in a graduate or professional school. Applicants
must either be enrolled in a Virginia college or university
(public or private) or, if enrolled in an out-of-state institution,
be a Virginia resident. Selection of Fellows will be based on
merit, without regard to race, sex, national origin, religion,
age, disability, or political affiliation.

I·

Duration of Fellowship
Fellows must commit to work full-time in the Governor's
Office for at least two months; the nonnaJ period will be May
27 through July 25, 1997.

Deadline
Applications must be postmarked by March 14, 1997.
Interested students may pick up applications in the Office of the
Vice President for Student Affairs, Alumnae Hall, Room I 07

•

ON DAY
e EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 5 p.m.
e American Criminal Justice Association meeting,
Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 6:15 p.m.
e Science Fiction Fantasy Guild meeting, Taylor Hall,

nn. 404, 7 p.m.
• Phi Chi Theta executive meeting, Zane Showker Hall,
rm. G-2, 7 p.m.
·

e Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 306, 7 p.m. DetailS: Michelle, x6887.
e Blaxploitation Films Forum, Warren Hall, Highlands
Room,7p.m.
e Eating disorders discussion group, presented by
department of nursing, Harrison HaU Annex, 7-8:30 p.m.
e CathoUc Campus Ministry Bible study, CCM House,
7:45p.m.
e Freshman class council meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 4.00,
8:30p.m.
e First Right meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 9 p.m.

(TUESDAY

lSI

e Circle J< meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 6 p.m.
e CoUege Democrats meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,
7 p.m. Details: Jamie, 433-2lKYJ.
McDonald's drive-through employee
e AED National Premedical Society meeting, H.a.riisOn serves up more than menu states
Hall, rm. A2ffi,7p.m.
e Psychology Oub meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 101, 7 p.m.
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. - Most McDonald 's
Details: Heather, x5942.
e Pre-Law Society meeting, Maury Hall, on. G-5, 7 p.m.
e "Goldfinger," sponsored by UPB, Graftoo-5tovall
Theatre, 7 and 9:30p.m., $2.
e CoUege Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404,
7:30p.m. Details: Ga:rj, 43.H872.
• Tht Bluestone yearbook meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
rm. 217,7:30 p.m. Details: Sonal, x6541.
e Open Mk: Night, Taylor~ Under,B-10:30 p.m.

. fWEDNESD.AY

ll».l

employees say a hot apple pie is the perfect ending to a
Big Mac meal. One teenager working a drive-through
window allegedly believed it was a side order of pot.
Investigators arrested a 17-year-old employee after
authorities said he sold drugs twice at a Winston-Salem
McDonald's to an undercover officer. An informant had
told Forsyth County Sheriff's Department detectives
someone was selling marijuana from the driv~through.
''It's a brand new one to me," Capt Jim Burton said
Friday.
Two detectives arrested Sonny D. Manns on
Wednesday night while he was taking out the trash at
McDonald's at Hanes Mall, authorities said. They
charged the 17-year-old with two counts of possession
with intent to sell and deliver marijuana, two counts of
seWn& and delivering marijuana and conspiracy to seU

e Brown Bag Lecture: "Observations of an American
Student in Ghana/' HiUcrest Howle, noon-1 p.m.
e Brown Bag U!cture: disCussion of language and gen- rna~.
Manns was in,the FoJSyth County Jail with a bond set
der, sponsored by Women's Resource Center, Taylor Hall,
al$1
._
rm. 200, noon-1 p.m.
_
•
o get to knOw the employee, an undercover detective
A .IJ-l..Hut i'vt r ru.rucuutyrneetmsrTaylOrltaD', rm.. (04,
went ~ the driv~through window several times,
5p.m.
ordering
as if he were just another customer.
• Outing Club meeting, I<eezeU Hall, rm. 1re, 6:30p.m.
Investigators said the worker would not sell drugs to
e Young Democratic Socialists ~ral meeting, Taylor just anybody.
Hall, rm. 304, 7-9 p.m. Details: MJdiael, x5143.
"Once he got to know him, it was no problem/' Burton
e "Goldfinger," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-StovaU
said.
Theatre, 7 and 9'.30 p.m., $2
Twice, the detective paid $10 for a small amount of
marijuana, Burton said. Another time, the suspect took
e Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,7:30 p.m.
the detective to an apartment to buy drugs, he said.
e Take Back the Night Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, -AP/new~finder
news aervice
rm. 200, 8 p.m. Details: Ann, x3407.

rrHURSDAY
e
e

271

EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302, 5 p.m.

Chess Oub meeting, Miller Hall, rm. 120, 5-7 p.m.
Details: Quyen, x7782, or ~mail, QUCHAU.

e

~ptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship,
Baptist Student Center, 5:30 p.m.
e CCM Folk Group practice, CCM House, 7 p.m.

.

Man sues Lowe's; says he contracted
Legionnaire's disease from hot tub
CHRISTIANSBURG - A man is suing Lowe's of
Virginia Inc. for $750,000, claiming he contracted
Legionnaire's disease from a water-filled hot tub at a local
Lowe's store.
The lawsuit filed Friday in Montgomery County Circuit
Court by John Allen Kirk of Shawsville charges managers
at the home improvement store knew or should have
known the tub was unsafe.
Shaw was one of more than 20 people who contracted
the disease last fall, two of whom died. Health officials
have said Lowe's shoppers caught the disease by
breathing bacteria-laden air circulated by the hot tub.
In his suit, Shaw said he walked past tbe.bot tub on two
occasions, became ill as a result and nearly died. The suit
claims the hot tub was not properly cleaned, maintained
or treated with the proper chemicals, and that store
officials failed to warn Kirk and other customeJS of the
danger posed by the hot tub display.
Clarissa Felts, a spokeswoman for North Carolinabased Lowe's, said the company does not commmt on
lawsuits against it.
Legionnaire's disease is a form of pneumonia often
linked to air-cooling systems. Most of the Virginia
victims, who ranged in age from 42 to 86, feU ill between
Oct Sand 14.
The New River Health District and the federaJ Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta both have
said the likely cause of the outbreak was the hot tub.
Lowe's no longer displays water-filled hot tubs at any
of its 390 stores.
-AP/newsfinder news service
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• News: A study of marijuana use at ]MU and across the nation
• Sports: Preview of men's and women's CAA basketball tournament
• Focus On: Center for Mediation and Madison Mediators
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CISAT _ __ _ _ __ __ VMI offers public inside view of

contJnued trom ,.,. 5

could not cooauent an construction C08I8
<X the buildinp. "We wm't publish budget figures until mntract bids are made."

The second aca~ic b uilding
designed for east campua is still in the
planning stages becau!le JMU has not
received state fwlding .0 ~ <.'Ofllltr'uc-.
tion. "We wiD go lo the next -'on of the
General Assembly with a '!'l_Uest for
funds," Cosgrove said. "Hopefully building will start during the s u mmer of '98
with a two-year construction period.''
While state funding covers the cost of
academic buiJd ings, s tud ent fees cover
auxiliary expenditures including residence
halls and parking lots.
Glenda Ridgely, assistant budget director, said she could not say how much it
wiU cost to build these facilities.
"Models have been done, but they are
based on iffy assumptions," s he said.
''B~ get postponed and the student
body changes, -so there isn't an available
dollar amoun~" she said.

All student fees will go toward thee
projects, not only JSAT students' fees,

RidlaeiY llid.

annual freshman class breakout

~er, if you are a commuter, no
portion Of :yw.r fees Will go toward a resi- ·
news service
dence haU," she said. "Ukewise, if you
don't have 1 meal cootract, none of your
LEXINGTON - Cold and exhausted,
fees will go toward food service. We are the last ~maJe freshman class at Virginia
one campus."
Military Institute won release from Rat line
As far as plans are concerned, Facilities torture by running an obstacle course of
Planning is about to design the second res- mud and upperclassmen.
idence haiL '1t will be a duplication of the
For the fust time, VMI allowed news

---

first with twin towers connected by an

organizations to record the annual "break-

entry pavilion," Cosgrove said.
He said he expects the building of the

out" as part of its public relations preparation for the intense scrutiny bound to follow the first female cadets to Lexington in

hal l to follow the first by about nine
mmths.
The amphitheater on east campus will
be located between residence haUs and
academic buildings. '1t will be an area like
the ccmmons where people can hang out.,.
Ce&groVe said
JMU will eventually add parking dedcs
to the cam~, but they are not even in the
design stage yet, Cosgrove saki.

August
The goal Thursday was a small hilltop,
where whooping cadets waited to help
p u ll them to the top. But older cadets
grabbed their feet as they made progress,
some riding their backs.
Mud was in abun dance, thanks to a
Lexington Fire Department tanker truck.
Ulce giant tadpoles, they squirined on their
bellies up the h ill, fingers and boots
scratctung for traction.
Several girlfriends and paren~ came to
watch. The mother of a freshman from
upstate New York was impressed and

i'elieved.
"It's not as bad as I thought it was
going to be," she said. '~y said a lot of
guys who were the roughest to them during the year helped the most up the hill."
Duct tape held their pants fast to their
boots in a vain hope of keeping the mud
out. But by the time the Rats reached the
top, mud had clogged their noses and eyes
and smeared every distinguishable feature
-skin, hair, teeth- into an indistinguishable chocolate-colored crusl

'1t got it all in my ears. I used a stick lo
try to get it out,,. one shivering cadet said.

So far, 43 women - who would also
undergo the breakout - have applied for
next fall, and 21 have been accepted .
Several have sent deposits.
Superintendent Josiah Bunting ill, who
finished his Rat year in 1960, decided to
open the annual breakout ritual to outsiders to discourage rumors of brutaUty.
'1t's a good thing to let people see what
we're about It is rough and tough, and it's
a rite of passage, but it's not brutal," he
said.
Although the freshmen's existence will
remain forbidding and austere by most
college standards, the breakout means
their treabnent improves.
No longer can their older classmates
drop them for pushups or roust them in
the middle of the night for sweat parties.
Sometimes, if they're clear of restrictions,
they can even leave campus.
And no longer must they actually walk
the•Rat line, that uncomfortable way of
standing and walking and marching and
running at exaggerated attention in the
barracks: chin in, chest out, shoulders
back, arms straight down, eyes straight
ahead.
''Breakout is the pivotal point in a Rat's
year," said Jabari Craddock, a sophomore
from Richmond. "That's the only thing a
Rat has to look forward to. lt's still regulated, but you can breathe a little bit
"You can grow your hair out a little,"
Craddock said. "You can see your girlfriend. You can go home and kiss your
mama."

I

-~ STUFFOH

SALEI
,.

David. Bowie
Ut1e

Lost Hlshway Soundtrack
___.....__llelvet. UndersU)untl
Veruca Salt
Chris Whitley - Terra lncoSnila
$12.99 CD
TONS OF STOFF ON SALEf

We're here
to be there.
Life insurance and
annuities from Modem
Woodmen can provide for
_ Jour family's future financial
needs. You can count on it.
'5Mte 1883, we've been
one of the nation's leading
fraternal benefit societies.
Our ratings from A.M. Best
and Duff & Phelps verify our
strength and security.
Call today.

MODERN WOODNIEN OF AMERICA
A FraUmol Life lnsuiunce Society
HOME OFFICE ROCK ISLAND lWNOlS

• ANNUffiES • IRAs • FRATERNAL PROGRAMS
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EDITORIAL

I

Dan...
A "stamp-out-the-hate?" dart to some College
Republicans who felt the best way to further their
cause was to hand out derogatory material against
another group.
Sent in by a student who feels instead ofattacking
another group, they should lwve promoted their own.

Pae...

Immunity not valid in all cases
uestions concerning the legal privileges of
This no longer applies to Makharadze, though.
diplomats working in foreign countries American politicians are pleased with the
have surfaced again with the recent situa- Georgian president's decision. Nichols Burns, a
tion involving Gueorgui Makharadze, a Georgian State Department spokesman, said, "We think this
diplomat in Washington, D.C. Makharadze's is the best step forward, and we're very, very
home country rescinded his diplomatic immunity appreciative to the government of Georgia,"
status on Feb. 15.
according to a Feb. 16 Washington Post article.
He now faces involuntary manslaughter
Americans should respect the president's ability
charges for the January traffic death of 16-year-old to make a just and right decision, not only appreci•
•
Joviane Waltrick of Kensington, 11
ate it. It' s about time political
Md. according to a Friday
leaders recognize the imporWnshington P~t articl~.
.
tance of making nil criminals
By revokmg dtplomattc
. .
pay.
immunity, Georgian President
While diplomats should
Eduard Shevardnadze has set
receive a certain amount of
an ethical and moral example
'
respect and privilege for posithat all countries should follow
tions they hold, they should not
when dip lomats working fv
· · I
[ I be excused from criminal acts
abroad are implicated in seriOUS j I
SOlely becaUSe Of their pOSitiOnS.
criminal activity.
of their
U.S. Attorney Eric H. Holpen
At the time of the accident
't. ') ,
Jr. believes the stance taken by
Makharadze's blood alcohol
10n5.
the Georgian government is "a
level was 0.185 percent, nearly
principled and courageous
twice the legal limit. Witnesses say Makharadze's action." Holden "hopes the waiver signals an era
car was traveling as fast as 85 mph in the city of greater accountability for diplomats," according
when it collided with a line of stopped cars. If con- to the article. Such a waiver hasn't been granted
victed for involuntary manslaughter, Makharadze since 1989 when Belgia(l sergeant Rudy Van Borre
could spend up to 70 years in prison. He also has a was arrested in Florida for slaying two men.
history of questionable driving behavior.
While diplomatic immunity is an understandUnder current Jaw, diplomatic immunity pro- able precaution protecting working diplomats, it
tects Makharadze from legal consequences. Also shouldn't exempt them frOm liability when a life is
known as extraterritoriality, this "exempts [repre- taken. Hopefully this decision has set a precedent.
sentatives of foreign countries], while within the
territory of a foreign sovereign, from local judicial The lwuse editorial reflects tfze opinion of the editorial
process, police interference and other measures of board wfriclr consists of tire editor, managing editor and
tire opimon editors.
constraint," according to Britannica Online.

Q

Whtle dtplomats should
receive a certain amount
of respect and pnvz[ege for
posz"tz'ons they hold they
should not be excused
om cnmzna acts so e y
because

posz

~--------------------------------------------------------

Karm Bo.Jan ••• ~ditor Karel o,letru ..• ~editor
LaMrca L Wade ..• ~ editor K.cUey M. &wincCDN!· •• asst. opinion ~ditor
~t~n [I) lhc editor should ~ no mure man 500 MJrds, coJumnUh(luJd be no tnt)ft'

man 800 Wtws, 111\d both will he publ!$hcd on a tpa~ available basis. They must he
deltftred rn Tlv! lmr.:t by noon T~ 01 S p.m. Friday.
'Tltc Brtnr ft'tefVes the riahr ''"' tdlr for clarity and lpllCe.
Tilt orinionl an mil ~t k'ln do not necesuotaly reRea the opiDaon 6l ~ ne~r.
thb mfr. or James Madi"Jn University.

A "you-aJI-rock" pat to the whole Greek
community for their participation in Aphiasco. Great
Job!
Sent in by the sisters ofAlpha Phi who thank you
all from the bottom of their hearts.

Dan...
An "elitist" dan to the Zoo Cagers who believe
they are the only ones who can heckle and hoot at
basketball games. Contrary to what some may
believe, the games are for aJl fans.
Sent in by a student who feels that just because
you don't belong to the Zoo Cage doesn't mean you
can't be enthusiastic.

Pae...
.

A ')'ou're-indispensible.. pal to the cleaning lady
in McGraw-Long Hall who puts up with the mess
and keeps everything spotles$.
Sem in by the men of 3-C who thank you for
al~~.-·ays havmg a smile on your face wzd for being so
patiem.

Dan...
A "so-much-for-quality-coaching" dart to JMU
head coach Lefty Dreisell for effectively leading his
team to its second straight loss at the Convo during
the stretch of the season.
Sem in by a big fan who could fee/the teams pain.

Pae...
A "you-are-my-stomach's-best-friend" pat to PC
Dukes for making the breakfast sandwiches selfservice. Now I can eat a good breakfast before
running off to work.
Sent in by a hungry and rushed graduate student.
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OP/ED
LETTEBS T<> 'I'IIE Elll'r<>H
SGA ne&Jects to elicit studelit opinion,
~aates money on unnecessary bells
To the Editor.

I am writing this letter in response to the Feb. 13 Brtn.t
article regarding the beJI system the SGA has decided
would benefit the campus enough to warrant spending
$9,000 on it. It seems as if the SGA secretary has been
thumbing through "kool knkk knacks for koUeges kalalog" in an effort to blow $9,000. I've never heard of such a
blatant waste of money in my life.
If the students at JMU were made aware of the fact
they had $9,000 to spend, and they could buy anything
they wanted for this campus, do you think a bell system
would even have made the list? Even if someone had
brought it up as an idea, any rational person would immediately see the folly of such a propa;al.
It seems to me that justifying the purchase on the basis
that Radfon:l University has one is silly. U we did every t
stupid thing Radford did we .. . well we'd be like
Radford. Georgetown University is private, and Catholic
University has bells because it's a church. Churches have

bells.

nesses on a daily basis. Sellars obviously saw this as an
opportunity to make some money off of us a few years
ago when he opened his franchise with his business partner, Tom Hutton. They certainly didn't mind having a little self-<:antained city then, did they?
With a population of more than 30,000 during the
school year, the presence of JMU students is vital to the
survival of many Harrisonburg businesses. Prices have
steadily increased in the last three years I have been here
on many products students consume, such as pizza and

.

~.

In fact, I can remember when an inexpensive keg of
beer cost onJy $26. With prices now hovering around $40,
it is obvious students are viewed as people with large
checkbooks who have mommy and daddy's money to
blow.
Many townspeople often view us as spoiled brats in
our fancy cars who come into town, raise hell for four, five
or six years, and then take off for home. I am sure most
people don't necessarily feel this way, but it is the impression often felt by students.
Don't get me wrong, I'll be the first to admit there are
students who treat the residents of this area with anything
but ~· However, there is a definite rift between the
JMU community and the City of Hanisonburg, one that
has steadi.Jy grown in recent years. While many people are
ardent supporters of JMU, it is a comment like Sellars' that
only 5e!Ves to widen the gap.

Lefty only cares about 700 wins,
In all of Wilson Hall's years, no one else has thought
there should be bells. Wait a few more years and the technology will cost a fraction of the price. We may even have
the ability to transmit bells directly into people's brains.
One person, or the administration, doesn't make traditions
at a university by themselves. They collectively are agreed
upon by a majority of the students and faculty of the uni- '
versity.
If you could get such a majority to agree we need an
electronic bell system that can play the school fight song
(maybe it could also play a dirge when a departmental
budget gets cut) I would withdraw my protest. I feel it is
highly unlikely.
I also suggest The Breeze not use only people who support this idea in its articles. I'm sure this didn't pass unanimously in the SGA. I call on every student to defeat this
ridiculous proposal and to get involved in the SGA, or
other bad ideas are' sure to follow.

Pizza Peddlers complaints widen gap
between students and community
To the Editor:

An article ran in the Feb. 18 Daily News-Record that
addressed the dropoff in local pizza business due to the
opening of Pizza Peddlers on campus. The paper interviewed a few of the owners of the local Domino's and Mr.
Gatti's pizza chains.
One of them was Ray Sellars, co-owner of the
Domino's that services the JMU comrnunity. In the article,
he was quoted as saying, "UMU's) starting to remind me
of a military base," backing up his paraphrased comment
that jMU is "almost becoming a self-contained city."
Sellars' remarks may or may not reflect the overall
opinion of the Harrisonburg community, but it s ure
makes a statement. It seems Sellars is bitter that he has lost
15 percent of his business, but to attack the school as a
whole is a little ridiculous.
Allow me to point out that JMU, while state-run,
brings more than 13,000 people to Harrisonburg-area busi-

han~lcks

easy basketball schedule

To the £cltor:

I am writing this letter to inform the JMU student body
of the poor state in which Lefty Driesell has put our men's
basketball program. I think it is safe to say Lefty DrieseU
hand-picked the easiest possible schedule this year in
order to accumulate his 700 wins as fast as possible so he
can retire.
We have not played a nationally ranked team this season. The closest was when we played Washington (ranked
57) on Dec. 7. Some other rankings of teams we have
played are Bowling Green (81), Mississippi State (139),
Montana State (174), Hampton (283), Towson State (253),
Southern illinois (103), Maryland Baltimore County (303
- fifth last in the nation), and Shippensburg, which is a
Division n school.
As of Jan. 20, the USA Today JeffSagarin NCAA baskelbaU rating has JMU at 147th nationally. It also rated the
. difficulty of each team's schedule. JMU has an easier
schedule than UMBC (ranked 303), Montana State (174)
and Towson State (253). I must give Lefty c,redit for
putting together a harder schedule than 283rd ranked
Hampton
In an earlier edibon of The Breeze, Lefty made a bold
statement that top schools are afraid to come to JMU
because they are afraid of losing like Purdue did here two
years ago. What makes Lefty think this year's team is even
close to our team two years ago? When I read that quote, I
couldn't help but laugh.
I think Lefty knows the real reason we can't bring a
ranked team to the Convo - it would be a waste of their
time. Don't get me wrong; I am a huge JMU sports fan. I
just hate to see the men's basketball team go downhill for
the wrong reasons.
U Lefty is the best person for the job, then J am glad he
is here. If he is here for the sole purpose of getting 700
wins, we have to judge which is more important - the
rebuilding of our basketball program or watching Lefty
get 700 wins by manufacturing an embarrassingly easy

schedule.

........

lecomeaian ol our war p1anll to~ industry
il en of the most iu1portant ~ ~ CUQIWitly

~

to pe..Wime lnd1lltty thul far Ju., biB\ WI)'
effec:titely bi;dOed by ltriba and thretts of sttlkea.
Typical ol what may be eXpected in the future Js the
demand ol the Unled Autcmobile Wodren uniCn lor a
30 pera!lll w-. mae. to oover the drop fmln the 48

hoUr to 40 hOur week. .•• At~ then! Jeemt to be no
penon, department or board who has the ability to
arbitrate strikes and eNoree its decisions. ...
Brick is most often used for college buildings. While
our~ gray stone may be depn!S&ing in the rain, it suits

the setting of the valley and mountain sides with ·a
simplicity that is strDting.
The first two buildings of the college were
constructed almost entirely of limestone found in a
quarry on campus. In planning the building of Maury
and Jadcson, it was decided to use limestone as it was
convenient, but also because the maltese gray stone
blended in well with the red tile roofs.

••••••••
Dramatic writing and production. and script writing
for news services will be among many radio courses
designed to equip men and women of ability in the talent
field of the broadcasting industry, to be ~en this year,
beginning September Tl, by Columbia Universi~ in
collaboration with the National Broadcasting C~y,
it is announced by Dr. Russell Potter, Chairman of the
University Committee on Radio.
Microphone practice will be available with tKe use of
recOrdings and playback equipment for thOle ba~
for speaking, IUU\OW\Cing and acting in

!:J:o:•ring

........

X..~;, taltllior -~ . . £ngliJir
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE RECIPIENTS OF
THESE GREAT PRIZES FROM
JMU DINING.'SERVICES!
Grand Prize Winners

WI

Trip to Orlando with accommodations
at the Residence Inn by Marriott,
Four Day Disney Passes & $300 in cash

$1

Cathy Cranston
Jeff Pluta
Additional Winners
Personal Pizza and Soda Combo and Candy Grab Bag
Cathy McKee

Evan McCamey

Jenn Stallworth
Amanda Wllllama

Clancey Godwin

Mark Batten

Nicole Auclair

Paul HajJar

Megan Swlthera

Stacey Pettit

Keith McGerald

Carla Ponclroll

Laura Miller

Sarah Jarvie

Rasha Shamoon

Amy Vernon

Elizabeth Quaid

Laura Seller•

Emily Phllllpa

Sherlonda Clarke

199
DINING
RECYCLE
DE
CON'I'ES

STONE
WILLY*S
ROCK N' ROLL PROMOTION
Cannondale Bicycle
Montesse Walser

DUE BY
• 21

$25 in Flex/Entry for 5-Day Arizona Bike Trip

Penny Burnell

1st ·
DURIN
CYCLING
~ W ABENESS WEEK
MARCO 24-28

Personal Pizza and Soda Combo
Anthony Bartolotta

Kevin Ferdinand

Erln-Michelle Wilson

Dave Song

Eart _Puffenbarger

..

Grand Prize
Raider Remote Controlled Car
$50 in Flex, Kellogg's Ball Cap,
Entry for a Trip to Daytona 500

Daniel Butler
1st Runner Up
$25 in Flex, JMU T-shirl,
Kellogg's Sun Shade, 12 pack of Coca-Co/a

Adam Beandoin
$5 ln Dining Dollars GOLD, Kellogg's Sun Shade,

12 pack of Coca-Co/a
Jeremy D'Errlco
Mike Koehne

Kellogg's Beach Ball, JMU Dining Services Penlight and Keychain
Duane Brown

.•••
••
..••
•
•
•
••

••
•••
•
••
••

Honorable Mentions
Spencer Pumpelly
Jeff Ma,..h

•••

Andy Foldenauer

••
••
••
•

'

S£ND US THE MOST ORIGINAL AND
WZIEST CARD YOU CAN ANDI
OUR PANEL Of JUDGES WIU.
AWARD lWO $2S PRIZES TO THE
WACXIEST CARDS REctiVEDI

Wll AFllll6• Pl"ll
DROP US ACARD IN THE MAIU
IT MUST REACH US BY
MARCH 21 TO BE EUGIBLEI
WINNERS ANNOUNCED MARot 31
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Ethics not as simple as black and white
'The world is far more intricate and delicate than the childlike moral sense is capable of handling.'

I

usually don't watch the televangelist perceives his moral world in the stark connetwork- for that matter, I usually trast of black and white, my ethical dilemdoft't watch much television. mas come in shades of gray. This is not to
Nevertheless, I found myself tuned in to say I believe in absolute relativism. Quite
cable ~hannel14 the other evening. On that on the contrary, there must be a fundastation, where theology meets the vuJgari- mental sense of right and wrong at the
ties ol a tacky Las Vegas show, a fiery
very base of morality. Perhaps that area of
preacher was lecturing passionately about definite right and wrong is like the summit
modem society's sinfulness and Jack of of an iceberg peeking out above the
morality. "The world is black and white.
ocean's surface - a very small portion of
Ther~ is right , . . - - - - - - - - - - -....---~ the ice block.
and there is
The immense
wrong - it's
debatable zone
that
simp le.
lurks hidden
lllere'~ no room
beneath
the
for debate," the
water.
immaculately
I wish moral
coiffured zealot
- Gregory A. Froom
questions were
exhorted.
tinted black and
After comwhite. It would
pleting his message, the bejeweled ~ be much simpler. When all one has to do is
terI entertainer broke into a show tune-like apply a strict ethical code to a certain probsong w.ith the lyrics, "The devil's in the lem. it removes all the brain work. lbere's
phone l?ooth dialing 911." Preferring to no need to probe one's own soul and~
avoid hiS musical torture, I tuned oul But, science to determine the correct course of
I contin~ to reOect on his message.
action, and there is no need to interpret
I don't want to waste ink criticizing tel- and analyze scriptural lessons to discover
evan~- it's too easy of a target with
their real meaning or how they apply to
its cor~ption, greed and hypocrisy.
contemporary life. Rather, this approach
lnstead1of describing how TV preachers has the clarity of the bumper sticker sicdebase Jand blaspheme a 2,000-year-old gan, "God said it. I believe it That settles
religi~on I will take on the issue of moral
it"
absolu m and the related topics of strict
Unfortunately, that doesn't settle it. Tile
ideol
and close-mindedness that this world is far more intricate and delicate
· ar televangelist articulated.
than the childlike moral sense is capable of
Th~ preacher and l must dwell on
handling. It is impossible to rely on human
entirelY, different spiritual planes. While he
traditions and customs that are thousands

Weltanschauung

~

of years old to answer ethical questions in
the post-industrial age. For example, how
could an ancient Hebrew code possibly
suffice to solve the glut of moral puzzles
the scientific breakthrough of genetic engineering has raised? Clearly, society's
search must go deeper than religious writings of long-since-dead men. This isn't to
say that the Bible, the Koran, the Talmud
and other seminal works of theology are
irrelevant. They just aren't enough.
In order for society to wade through
the murky swamp of modem ethical quandaries, individuals must maintain open
minds and preserve lines of communication with their own consciences. The issue
of open minds leads the argument right
down the path from religion to politics two subjects that are not unrelated (both
topics should be avoided in polite conversation, we are told).
1
The increasing partisan fervor in the
dty on the Potomac is symptomatic of an
epidemic of cl06ed minds in the electorate.
Ideological obstinacy results in political
gridlock that prevents the government
from implementing solutions to society's
most plaguing problems.
When the word "close-minded" is
mentioned in the political context, many
people automatically equate it with conserVatism. ConseiVatives, by defmition, fight
to preserve the old order and resist revolutionary change- traditionally, at least.
Now many American conservatives are
the standard bearers of political reconfiguration. Nevertheless, many remain

1

opposed to most social developments.
While conservatives are usually the
recipients of the "close-minded" epithet,
the liberals who label them as such are
more often than not also suitable subjects
for that adjective. Many people on the left
believe their liberal values to be the
absolute truth - they are avid practitioners of moral absolutism just like their
adversaries.
Their tenn "open mindedness" is really
a code word for liberality. Whoever follows their line of thinking is open-minded,
whereas anyone who believes otherwise is
dooe-minded. Not a very objective term,
indeed.
I remember an example from high
school government class about a suiVey on
freedom of speech. When asked if a communist should be allowed to promote
Marxist ideology at a publk rally in their
town, most liberals said yes. But, when
asked if a Ku Klux Klansman should be
allowed to spew his racist rhetoric, most
liberals said no. The oft-quoted example
reveals how many liberals' minds are open I
only to ideas they support.
,
As a political and spiritual independent
and an aspiring free thinker, 1 Advocate
true open-mindedness toward all problems -governmental, societal aiJd spiritual. We will be able to find solutions to our
gray ethical dilemmas only through critical
thinking and introspection.

Gregory A. Froom is a senior internationnl
affairs and German major and the ropy editor.
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081 WAN KENODI'S NOT YOUR ONLY HOPE!!
Come to the
Office or Flnandal Aid & Schol~rshlp's

SCIIOLAJ{SIIll,
A\VARENESS WORKSHOP
FEUH.UAR Y 24Til
IIAIUUSON A-205

JJ'JS J'OUR DESTINY

HELP
WAIIIl'D

.9Lre you

Delivery Persons

a[one?

The Breeze is
looking for two
students to deliver
the paper on
Monday and
Thursday mornings.
Applicants should
be responsible and
planning to return
next semester.
These positions are
paid and a van will
be provided for the
delivery.

Let us

matcli ·
yq,u up!
Olde Mill Village

To apply for one of
these positions plea e
come to The Breeze
and fill out an application
or send cover letter
and resume to:
Cheryl Aoyd,
General Manager

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)
AMENITIES GALORE:

The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall .

neSCiay;
Sp.m.

Bieeze

JAWII

WADIION

UNIYIR IITY

.-

COLDWeLL
BAN~eRC

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

432-9502

• Pedal on the level ·no hills to climh or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all wmdow\.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Prc-w1red for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each rnom.
• Deadbolt locks and door v1cwers on all apartments.
• Well ht parkmg lot and walk way!>.
• Convenient bus service lo campus & Valley Mall.
• Full time management and mamtenance.
• No sliding patio doors.

Call Barbara today and see how easy and affordable off campus housing can be.
(or e-mail Colleen Pendry at cpcbhc@rica.net)

--~----
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College Republicans are down with GOP
by Jeremy Hannan
contributing turitn-

too many people of our generation don't
vote beCause they believe nothing will

Nestled among the student orpnization offices ln Taylor Hall sits the headquarters oi a group dedicated top~
conservative principles on campus, educating people on important issues, acting
as a voice of reason in an ever-changing
world ... and having fun.
.
The Col. . Republicans of JMU take
their responsibilities seriously, and their
dedication has gained them the recognition of state party leaders who respect
what they have accomplished, according
to junior political science major Gary Marx,
chainnan of the JMU chapter. With 703
affiliated members this year, the JMU
College Republicans are officially the
largest chapter in the stale.
Marx said one of the priinary goals of
the organization is education. "A lot of students come in heie just knowing their parents are Republican or DemOcrat," Marx
said. "We're an outlet where they can find
out what that really stands for, then get
involved based on what they themselves
really want to commit to."
In addition to the group's weekly meetin&"», they sponsor a number of activities to
further their cause. They bring senior party
members and other important speakers to
campus, and they are planning a minority
issues forum. They also sponsored last
semester's mock election, which boasted
the largest turnout in JMU history, according to Marx.
Jason Redding, first vice chairman, said
the College Republicans realize voting in
political elections is difficult for many college students who live away from home.
To help, the College Republicans sent 2,<XXl
absentee ballots to JMU students for
November's election. Still, Redding said,

''fhis generation is reaUy getting shafted right now, especially by the
Democrats," Redding said. '1-fopefulty, as
young people see things like the growing

~anyway.

Republicans believe they directly influenced.
The College Republicans are proud of
their 23-year history on JMU's campus, but
in recent years, some feel the group's
Image may have been tarnished.
"When I came here as a freshman, it

SC0Tr TROVBAUGH/stnwr art lSI

deficit, moral decay and programs like
welfare going bankrupt, they will get out
and vote to make a difference."
The JMU College Republicans have a
high success rate. Last year, every candidate they campaigned for won at their
respective level. Representative Bob
Goodlatte from the district incJuding
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County
and Senator John Warner won their races,
and in the presidential election, Bob Dole
carried Virginia - a result the College

was almost like a fraternity," Redding
said. "We worked our butts off for Ollie
North, but there was a lot of beer, too."
Bringing this image to the forefront was
"Ollie's Army," a documentary film that
focused in part on the JMU College

Republicans. The film captured the
College Republicans at meetings, while
campaigning and even partying.
"It was sort of an honor to be recognized for our dedication, but I was disappointed at how it turned out," Redding
said. " l think the film portrays us in a negative way. I mean. some of it was true, but
it was realJy overemphasized."
However, the chapter's tremendous
membership turnover or the past few
years has changed the look of the CoUege
Republicans, according to Marx. "We've
really evolved in the last two years," he
said. "I think we're more matuTe in our
outlook. more professional in our actions,
and more respectful in ow campaigning."
That's not to say the College
Republicans don't have fun anymore.
Junior finance major Amy Burt, treasurer
of the College Republicans, said, "One of
the m05t fun things for me was when' we
got to work at Bob Dole's headquarters.
We actually got to meet Bob Dole, and it
was a blast For someone who is interested
in politics, it doesn't get much better than
working for a presidential candidate!'
Redding said, "We have as much fun as
anyone else. This winter, we got half
naked in the snow with D-0-lrE pamted
on our chests and held Dole/Kemp signs
for a picture."
Marx said, "We may not be as exciting
in that controversial way, but we're out
there campaigning and putting out correspondence, and that's the truth about what
gra roots politics is. That's what makes a
campaign successful."

Don't let your babies grow up to be president
AP/newsfinder
wire servia

---

WASHINGTON, D.C. _ As
the adage has it, any American
child can grow up to be president As the polls have it, most of
their parents wouldn't want
· them to.
Almost any other job, in or
out of politics, gets a higher rating. It wasn't quite two-to-one for
carpenter over president, but it
was dose.
Publk opinion surveys, wrote
I<arlyn Bowman of the American
EntefP.rise Institute, "suggest that
the highest office in the land is
not highly desired," at least by
parents thinking about careers
for their children.
Candidates are another matter; there's never a short list of
applicants when the job is open.
But they've already grown up to
try to be president, and besides,
they're already professional

politicians.
'The deeply rooted belief that
politics is a somewhat disreputable pursuit'' is one of the reasons Bowman cites for parental
distaste.
She tracks polls back to 1945
in which overwhelming majorities of people said it wasn't the
kind of work they would want
their sons, and later their sons or
daughters, to do for a living.
In 1995, only about one-third
endorsed a political career for a
daughter or son. As for politics in
general, so for the presidency in
particular. Most people just say
no. That attitude has been hardening, according to Bowman's
research, published in the journal
''The Public Perspective."
In an Associated Press-Media
General poll in 1988, 41 percent
said they would like their child to
grow up to be president, 46 percent said not. Four years later,
nearly six out of 10 in an ABC

News-Washington P05t poll were
against the idea.
In two po!ls conducted in
1996, more than 60 percent said
they would not want their child
running for president. One, by
Princeton Survey Research
Associates, checked out other
callings, and the only career to
score lower than president was
movie star.
Doctor, lawyer, major, governor, minister, coJJege president,
athler:~~·ter, all were widely p
over president.
Tha;e{ursuits don't draw the
kind o scrutiny, scandal
inquiries, embarrassing personal
revelations and unceasing pressures that go with the presidency.
The image is tarnished, Bowman
suggests, and there seems to be
less reverence for the office.
That's certainly true with
President Clinton, facing a docket
of troubles.
But when people are as ked

-

--= - -

--

what living person they most 22nd, Clinton 23rd and Reagan
admire, the president's name 26th. Clinton's job approval ratoften leads the list, perhaps ing is high, in the 60 percent
because it is the best known . range in the m05t recent surveys.
Clinton came in first in 1996,
Yet in the Marist Institute poll,
when people were asked their
although it took only 12 percen\
todoso.
least favorite presidents, only
There are other indicators of Richard Nixon was named more
slumping esteem for the office. In often than Clinton. In that rating,
a new poll by the Marist College 32 percent said Nixon was their
Institute for Public Opinion, 80 least favorite presidt!nt, 25 perpercent said they have less cent s aid Clinton. They'd also
respect for the presidency than in been one-two on the least list in a
similar survey a year before.
the past.
Lee Miringoff, director of the
People also tend to reserve
their respect for past pTeSidents. institute at Marist College in
In two recently published surPoughkeepsie, N.Y., said .the dif·
veys of historians, Abraham • fering ratings are a matter of conLinco1n, George Washington and text, one of the man in the job
Franklin Roosevelt were.classi- now, the other placing him
among all presidents.
6ed as the greatest of presidents.
In the Marist poll, John F .
The three most recent presidents, George Bush, Ointon and
Kennedy was named by 21 perRonald Reagan, were rated on cent as their favorite president,
the lower side of average. In a
Lincoln by 20 percent, Reagan by
Citadel Press book rating the 42 13 percent. Reagan also ranked
fourth on the least favorite list.
presidents, Bush was ranked

---
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Dentocratic
Socialists
·spread
•
the1rword
••

Political group b~ings nel
by Chris Klimek
senior writer
reshman Michael Key did not
even sit down before he
began giving orders. Arriving
at a table on the Cotnmons last
Wednesday, the co-chairman of
JMU's newest political organization, the Young Democratic
Socialists, needed this copied, this
sign taped up, t~ chairs put over
lrm, before he could take his back·
pack off.
The four guys who had met
Key to help him set up the table for
"Stamp Out the Hate" day- a
group effort by YDS, EARTH,
Harmony and EQUAL to condemn "racism, sexism and homophobia"- set to work making
things ready before quickly returning to their conversation. The topic
of the moment was the little fourinch-by-six-inch fliers printed on
colored paper being passed out by
two young men on the stairs leaddown to the Commons area
from the library and two young
women behind the campus center.
"The Young Democratic
Socialists HATE AMERICA!" the
fliers screamed. The back side had
the familiar hammer-and-sickle
emblem of the former Soviet
Union printed above a definition
of the word Socialism and a note of

F

ing

warning that it "Threatens the
basic principles of our American
democracy! America's future is at
risk! Who's (sic] side will you
defend?"
The fliers, courtesy of freshman
David Rexrode - who also
assailed the group in a letter to the
editor published in the Doily NewsRecord the same day ("We must
band together to protect the values
of our Valley community!") were typical of the kind of opposition YDS has faced since its inception late last semester.
"In other countries, being a
socialist is no big deal," Key said.
"It's either the leading party or the
leading opposition party."
He cited the case of Tony Blair,
the socialist British Labour party
leader who many believe wiU be
the next prime minister.
"America is the grand exception, because, perhaps, of aU the
years of red-baiting by right-wing
conservatives like [former Sen.
Joseph] McCarthy (R-Wis.), who
worked to scare everybody with
communism. We're not communists, but the word socialism has
been linked so closely to it that it
scares people."
Indeed. Even most of the students who stopped at the adjacent
table, where several fraternities
and sororities were collecting for

the American Cancer Society, had
little more than a suspicious glance
or, at best, an incredulous glare for
those who stood behind the table
offering poster board buttons bearing slogans like "Hate Free Zone"
and "Boycott Racism" to passers
by. Occasionally one trickled over
to inspect the buttons and pamphlets and maybe- maybe- put
their name on the sign-up sheet.
And then there were those who
came to debate.
Man in Yellow Jogging
Suit"Are y'all communists?"
Key: "Socialists."
Sweatpants Man:"Same difference. Don't y'all believe in a free
market econ'mee?"
Key: ''lllere's no such thing as
a free market economy...
Many of the groups on campus
would kill for this much attention.
At JMU, it often seems political
groups, particularly those outside
the mainstream, are even less commoo than people who can explain
the difference between communism and socialism.
To Key and the 75-plus people
on the YDS mailing list. a campus
leftist organization is long overdue.
"We watched the presidential
debates.'• he said, HAnd we felt
that neither party met the complete
description of what we believed in.
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(left) A able on the commona
...,_buttons for St.np Out

the tt.t. Weclneeay.
(upper rfCht ) Sophomore
StepMnle Mertdl8nd ........,
Dmd Rellrode (In IMictqpound)
.... out ............ 8tudants
not to join Youn& Democnltlc

Soca.llata.
(bottom rtaht) YDS Codlalr
MlchHf Key spreads the word to
freshmen Shannon Jonee and
Rachaet Layton.

PHOTOS BY LAURA
SOULAR I SENIOR
PHOTOGRAPHER
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We decided we needed to fill the
political void on the left at this
school."
Jamie Gregorian, president of
the College Democrats (formerly
the Young Democrats; they
changed their name to avoid confusion with YDS), acknowledged
that void exists.
"The Democratic Party has
become more centrist over the
years," Gregorian said "Because it
is a party of the people, it's had to
change to reflect a lot of peof.le's
belief that Liberalism has faaled.
We're certainJy not as much to the
left as 1he Ca" ase Republicans are

to the right~"
Gregorian agrees with Key's

15

assessment that the two groups get

s

along well generally and even
share members, Key among them,
but is quick to distinguish the two
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organizations.

"[YDS] is an ideological club,
while ours is partisan," he said.
Senior Geoff C rawford, a
Democrat, said he joined YDS
because he disagrees with the
Democratic Puty's newly conservative position on specific legislation such as Affirmative Action
and the Defense of Marriage Act,
which legally defines marriage as a
union between a man a nd a
WOIJ\Ill\ and "protects" States from
having to recognize gay marriages

licensed outside their borders.
"I'm not a socialist, but [the
College Democrats} refuse to take
a strong stand against homophobia
and racism," Crawford said.
Crawford said he was persuaded
to join the group, like seemingly all
but the very core members, after a
conversation with Key.
1
' Mike is definitely the driving
force behind the grou p," said
Cathy Metcalf, who has begun to
publish a liberal campus newsletter, the JMU Nation, that devotes
space not just to YSD but to
Harmony, EQUAL, and EARTif.
One notices Key's tendency to
speak in the plural of his group; a
litany of "we believe"s th at
mutates into a string of NMike
says"s when other YDS members
are speaking.
Key, who is also to CO<h.a.ir of
Harmony, is clearly a True
Believer, capable of rattling off a a
sermon abou t The Common Man
on a moment's notice, and ready
with a slogan ("Socialism at its
very heart means 'For the people,'"
'We want need to replace greed")
for any occasion. When asked the
title of the song blaring from the
speakers on either side of the YDS
table, Key recites the complete lyric
to the Ma m as and t he Papas'
"Make Your Own Kind of Music."
Which is not to say it doesn't

work for him. In a little more than
half a semester, Key/YDS has gotten its official recognition from the
university and conducted a letterwriting and telephoning campaign
against Guess? Jeans for aUegedly
using sweatshop labor to manufac..
ture their line of clothing.
"We bothered their P.R. people
so much, they left their p hone off
the hook and left only their voice
mail on for a week," said Key
proudly. Not content merely to let
their fingers do the walking, YDS
made a field trip of sorts to Valley
Mall for what Key described only
as "A direct action; nothing illega1,
but something fun," but about
which Ashley Warren, his a><hair
in YDS, was more forthcoming.
"We stuffed cards in the pockets of Guess? Jeans describing the
working conditions of the sweatshops,H she said.
The Guess? campaign is not the
only event the fledgling group
coun ts among its s uccesses. A

January screening of Michael
Moore's 1989 documentary film
"'Roger & Me," about General
Motors CEO Roger Smith's massive layoffs of GM em ployees in
Michigan so he could export those
jobs to Mexico and pay workers ?0
cents an hour, attracted more than
30 viewers. And Andrew
Hammer, the editor of the Socialist
and an executive member of the
U.S. Socialist Party, visited the
group on Jan. 23 to speak.
"Mr. Hammer answered questions about Democratic Socialism
and [described] a vibrant socialist
vision of the future," J<ey said.
"(Democratic Socialists] don't ask
for a huge government bureaucracy to control our lives; we just
don't want a h uge corporate
bureaucracy to control our lives.
Many people say we ask for a
totalitarian, authoritarian regime,
but we ask for the exact opposite:
A democratic country and a democratic economy.''

Of course, that's not the way

YDS' detractors tell it. Freshmen
Laura Salmon and Julie Lane, who,
like Rexrode, are College
Republicans {though acting independently of that group, according
to CR President Jason Redding),
said YDS misrepresents its true
message.
''They're real misleading," Lane
said. "The person who doesn't
know a lot about socialism is easily grabbed into it." Lane said it
was unfair of YDS to be participating in an anti-hate demonstration
because, "Everybody's against
hate."
Well, maybe not tv~rybody. .Rexrode, who said he paid for the
1,600 fliers himself, was quick to
justify his ad-hoc leaf-Jetting cam-

paign.
"Today's their nate day, and
we're not anything against that or
anything, but we're just saying we
should hate people who don't lilce
America as well."
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APOLLO

Sales & Service

OPEtl tonight at midnight for Hew Rele•ses

DST Computers

time to
Only one
h until
g breakl

provides clients with
personal consultations
and configures
computer systems to fit
their needs.
DST Computers
also provides a wide range
of technical support from
software configuration to
troubleshooting complex
system failures.
for personal
consultation
call:

540-856-8578

e in and ·
k out our
ng Break
ialsl
I

NeH Ave.

Behind Valley Mall

432-1709

weelc:

WANT TH£ JOB YOU'VE DREAMED ALL YEAR OF HAVING? NOW'S THS
TIME TO FILL OUT AN APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT AT tJRSCI

.,
-Aerobic Instructor ..
-EMT
-Rtness Assessment Specialist

-Atness Assistant
-4ntramural Site Manager

s-tlfaguard
..

-Marketing Assistant

-Nutrttlonal Analysts Spec.
-Office Services Assistant
-Offtda
-Outing Center Assistant

-RecreaHon Assistant

-Receptionist
-Registration Assistant
-sport Clubs Assistant
-summer Supervisor
-Welcome Center Assistant
-Wellness Instructor

Ulf!!§f;.
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•ss Me Kate' tames audience's hearts
by Sarah I<ain

staff_ writer

Me Kate" has been one of
most popular musicals since its
i.n 1948. With an amazing musical
Cole Porter and a strong storyline
ucc:css;n lly combines both comedy
it is an engaging and sophisstageshow.

-

take on such a prestigious producthe students of the JMU School of
tre and Dance and the School of
needed a lot of ambition and initiaObvtOusly they had both - the
of their enthusiasm sold out every
ttus weekend .
Me Kate" is essentiaiJy a '!playy," a musical about an acting
performance of Shakespeare's
Taming of the Shrew." The story ceothe back-stage romances of the
mirroring the on-stage romance of
Roger Hall, professor of thechose his cas t well for "Kiss Me
" Senior theatre major Heather
h played Lilli Vanessi. The trials
endures would give any other
the opportunity to overact, but
never falls into this trap.
who starred in the title role
t semester's production, "Agnes of
has proved in both performances to
the amazing ability to discriminate
add a touch of dignity to overly draroles.
lso deserving credtt for creating

01
....
. .......

believable characters are freshman theatre
and dance major Robert johanson as Fred
Graham, senior music major Sara h
Pramstaller as Lois lane, and senior music
major Alex Cheney as Bill Calhoun.
Anyone who has seen a musical knows
how hard this is - the exaggerated hand
motions and facial expressions that accompany 59ng and dance make it sometimes
hard to create a convmcing character
Also praiseworthy are the two men

ALL VSON HOFERIItaff phllltJRrtiPMr

Sln&lng to 'Pavanne/ the full cast performs the final slngJng scene In 'Kfu
Kate.' (r) Petruchlo (Robert Johnson) and Katherine (Heather Mcintosh) gaze
each ottter•s eyes. (above) Alex Cheney and Sarah Pramstaller as Lucentlo
Blanca prepare to kiss.

who played gangsters sen t to collect
money from Graham, senior anthropology
major Rob Weih.ig and senior music major
Nicholas Kohn.
Both were graceful with the antics of
their comedic parts, and neither fell into
the trap of overacting.
Unfortunately, some members of the
cast needed to project their voices more,
and members of the orchestra needed to
practice s ubtlety - at times they nearly
drowned out the voices on stage. This ma}'
have to do with a lack of rehearsal hme
with the cast and the orchestra together.
Had someone sat in the back and
screamed, "I can't hear you!" a few days
before show time, this little problem might
have been avoided.
Set designer William Buck created an
lncredible and innova6ve system of props
and stage parts that provided the audience
with a view of both the play's back--stage
areas and the actual "Taming of the

Shrew" set.
Costume designer Natasha Ojukie, who
has designed numerous garments for previous theatre and dance performances,
once again outdid herself with "Kiss Me
Kate's" colorful, elaborate costumes.
Choreographer and JMU dance faculty
member Suzanne Miller did an exceptional
job arranging several dance pieces. The
dancers' movements engaged the audtence
and utilized s tage space well, expressing
the lyrics and tempo of Porter's famous
mustcal score.
The ensemble managed to dance and
toss each other around the props wtthout
falling into the orchestra pit - a possible
danger in such productions.
The School of Theatre and Dance and
School of Musk should be commended for
a job well done; this musical was indeed a
s uccess. Look forward to any future theatrical collaborations between these
schools.
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azz P()ets Society grooves in Wilson
by Julian Walker
contributi writer
and red lights shOne from above
accentuated the silhouettes of the
on stage. The sounds of "cool horns,
biMtS and jaz.2; poetry" filled the air.
students who experienced the Jazz
Society's performance at Wilson Hall
Thursday night were treated
enlightening experience they won't

fOrget.

from many contemporary hip-'hop songs
with which the crowd was familiar as the
backdrop for their poems.
"The musk is just as important as the
poetry. We want something the audience
can feel. so if they feel the music first, then
they can hear the words and messages,"
Mamou said.
Although the Wilson Hall Auditorium
was only half full, the fans who attended
embarked on a voyage of mental upliftment

Center for MulticultUral Student
and the University Program
sponsored the free concert
JPS began two years ago in Richmond
ing poetry" and "drinking J<oolPatnck Mamou, the founder of the
said while on stage. Among the
I Influences of the group are:
P,lanets, Nancy Wilson and the

•

I

•

a

a

Poets;
The group includes six members who

share the same philoeophy of "tru hap" Martin Reamy, one of the group's
said. " We want to raise spirits
preaching , not like from the Bible,
t just uplift spirits," Reamy sa id .
is poetry - R&B, hip-hop,
is music.''
other four members of the group
Chuck Dawson, bass; Sherri Mignon,
Cliff "Stroke" Fuller, keyboard
congas; and Brent "the drummer"
drums.
The JPS established a good rappo rt
the audience early in the perfonnance
used it to its advantage throughout
show, frequently playing to the fans.
The group also incorporated music

.

'The Jazz Poets Society was very inn~
vative and motivating. They were also
entertaining and enlightening," freshman
Cris Jones said.
"The show was straight-up phat,"
sophomore Joe Lindsey said.
Mamou performed "What If '60s " during the first half of the show. Using background vocals from Mignon, this song
posed thought-provoking questions to the
audience about the state of society during
the 1960s. "What if Rosa Parks had a car?"
Mamou and Mignon asked In sing-song
unison.

Many students were pleasantly surDuring intermission, the band entertained the crowd, playing R&:B vocalist
prised by the performance.
0'Angelo's "Lady.''
'1 didn' t know what to expect. but after
After the break, "What If '90s" followed
I got there it seemed like they combined
up on the premise of societal ironies. . many different forms of music to form an
" What if we drove in the driveway, excellent show," freshman Jetheda Warren
parked on the parkway and there were no said. <¥1 enjoyed the poetry and the mer
tolls on the freeway?" Mamou questioned. sage. Some of the things they said were
''What if Jetfrey Dahmer was a prejudiced shocking but truthful, and I am going to
vegetarian?"
see them during spring break in
11\e poets moved fans to their feet for Richmond.,.
most of the second half of the perforOne of the last songs performed,
"Booty,• combined poetry with a go-go
beat and featured a brief stint by Mignon
on bass. This song drew loud applause
from the audience, and many students
began dancing in the aisles.
11\e students who attended left in good
spirits, but many couldn't help voicing
aooloty
lament about the lack of a larger student ·
turnout
" I wish that more Mrican-Americans
and students of aU other races could have
come and heard the collaboration oE teaching and music, beca\.ISe if we don't take
advantage of our resources at JMU, they
mance. Initially foUowing the instructions will decline," Jones said.
of Mamou, the audience was up and clapFleming said, '1t's imperative for attenping.
dance to ~ increased at events such as this
"The performance was a type of awakin the futufe.''
ening for the community. A lot of times
The JPS said they would love to see
the }M1J community doesn't get to hear larger audiences at its shows, but they are
spoken word. It inspires people to write
happy to perfonn whenever they can. ''We
poetry and embody the ideas presented,"
have performed for as few as 30 people
sophomore Mario Fleming said.
and as many as 4,000 people," Mamou
The JPS performed with pin-point accu- said.
racy that reflects the tight relationship
For now, the Jazz Poets Society members are content to elevate minds, redefine
shared by all group members. ''We are like
a family, we spend time together, we vibe and expand musical boundaries through
off each other," Mamou said.
"cool horns, thick beats and jazz poetry."

.

li,nt still lucky after. all tllese years
by Chris KJimek
senior writer

----

int Eastwood's stock is
up in the 1990s. As
---~nn~n director and star, he
rebounded from a dubious
80s slate of movies about
soldiers and car chctses
ith intelligent pictures llk:e
nforgiven" and "A Perfect
" as well as tasty popcorn
like '1n the Line of Fire.''

Absolute Power" clearly falls
the latter category, and while
't the home run those picwere, it's a solid base hit,
ly. Eastwood has hired
Jtch Cassidy and the
ance Kid" screenwriter
iam Goldman to overhaul
ically David Baldacci's 1996
of the same title about a
burglar (Eastwood)
witnesses a tryst gone bad.
the villain (played by the
~wluus Gene Hackman, who
mably still finds time to
off to the men's room
bad-guy roles) gets too
his young lady compan-

ion tries to fight him off and is of my AARP meetings." Why is
shot· to death by two Secret it that Eastwood can get away
Service agents. If you haven't fig- with this stuff with his dignity
ured out the identity of the mysintnct, yet when the creaky origitery (apist yet, then you may just nal cast members of "Star Trek"
be slow enough to find some of try it, they just end up looking
Baldacci's/ Goldman's ersatz pathetic?
"plot twists" surprising.
Actually, the star power isn't
For one thing, Luther · all Eastwood's. "Absolute
Whitney, the eastwood character, Power'' is the kind of movie that
died halfway through the book.
jams big name actors into almost
'Producer/director Eastwood was every speaking part, no matter
wise to change this, as it is mainhow inconsequential. Besides the
ly Eastwood-the-actors consider- always reliable Hackman, whose
able charm that makes this often- villain schtick is getting dangerclumsy thriller as enjoyable as it ously close to self-parody, there's
is. At 66, he is as commanding Harris as the Honest Cop, Judy
and likable as he has always Davis, looking badly dehydrated,
been, even when playing jerks.
as the White House chief of staff,
Like most of his recent pic- and Scott Glenn and Dennis
tures, "Absolute Power" gets Haysbert as the two Secret
both comedic and thematic Service men who cover up their
mileage out of its star's advanced
boss's misdeeds
age . In the movie's funniest
Perhaps Eastwood hoped by
scene, Luther insists to casting veterans of other, better
Washington, D.C., homicide examples of the thriller genre, he
detective Seth frank (Ed Harris) could direct the viewer's attenthat he is too old to have carried
tion away from some of the script's
out a burglary in which he is a
sillier contrivances. Why does it
suspect (while the two share a seem to take the Secret Service a
buffet lunch, no less- a sort of week to trace Luther's license
comedic variation on AJ Pacino plate, when a JMU cop can do it
and Robert De Niro's coffee shop
in about 30 seconds?
scene in the superior 1995 thriller
More amusingly, why does
"Heat").
Luther, supposedly a criminal
''If I could do that," Luther tells mastermind, select a trench coat,
the bemused cop, '1'd be the star fedora, black sunglasses and a

PHOO'O COUR.TESY OF CASTI...E ROCK ENTERTAINMENT

Clint Eatwood swveys the let olhla1.9th flm as a clrector,
'Absolute Power.' He also stars In the suspenseful dnwna.

laughably fake beard every time
the script calls for him to appear
in "disguise?"
When the police attempt to
use Luther's daughter (Laura
Linney) to lure him into a trap,
Eastwood cuts from a shot of
Harris lecturing his officers on
the need for subtlety to a shot of
a veritable armada of motorcycles and police cruisers revving
their engines, waiting for 1farris'
signal to move. The cut seems so
out of place in an otherwise tense
scene that one wonders whether
the laugh it elicits from the audi-

ence is intentional.

Finally, when a semi-major
character commits suicide three-

fourths of the way through the
movie, it's just an unconvincing
way of providing Harris'
stumped cop (or a stumped
screenwriter) with a two-by-fourbetween-the-eyes clue.
Of course, none of this is likely to bother you unless you let it
As a rainy-day diversion,
"Absolute Power" is like an old
sweater-- pleasant and comforta~le, as long as you don't mind
that the seams show.
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~ "Ora
Arts by Rob.n Bonato, K•~ten Tolbut and Anne
Williams": Zirkle House, Artwoks Gallery- Monday-Sarurday, fr~.
~ "Hmong Arrisrry: Preserving Culture on Cloth": Sawhill Gallery,
Monday-Thursday, free. Gallery Talk by Barbara lew15, Wednesday,
4:30p.m.
~ "Artwork by Ethel Torn•do and Kathleen Mitchell": Z1rkle House,
The Other Gallery- Monday-Friday, free.
~ Laughing Song & Dance: The Office - Monday, 574-9975.
~ Ounnnr Mossblad &. Fncnds: Dave's Taverna- Tuesday, 9 p.m.·
midmght, $2 cover and $3 minimum food purchase, 564·1487.
~ Manure Soul with J and Mary: The Office- Wednesday, 574-9975.
~ Btu~ mght With JMU professors and students; Dave's TavernaWednesday, 8·11 p.m. free.
~ Carmen&. Megan Hnszard: J. Wllloby's Roadhouse- Wednesday,
9 p.m.-midnight, 574-3644.
~Sakkarah: Blue Foxx Cafe- Thursday, 432-3699.
~Rob Conklm: The Office- Thursday, 574-9975.
~ Crystal Armentrout Band: Blue Foxx Cafe- Saturday, 432·3699.
~Carmen&. Megan Haswrd: J. Willoby's Roadhouse - Sunday,
noon-3 m., 574-3644.
~JMU Piano Trio with JMU Faculty Paul McEnderfer, VIolin; Robert
Ashby, cello: and Jim Hi:m, piano: Anrhony·Seeaer Hall Audltorum
- Tuesday, 8 p.m., free.
~JMU Montpelier Winds: Anthony-Seeger Hall AuditoriumWednesday, 8 p.m., free.
~Grafton-Stovall Theatre: 11Goldfinger, .. Tuesday· Wednemay;
"Student Video Festival," Thursday. All other shows at 7 and 9:30
p.m., $2 unless otherw•se noted.
~Regal Ci ncm:~s Valley Mall: "Star Wars," "Absolure Power," "The
Empire Strikes Back," "The English Pauent." Shows $4 before 6 p.m.,
S6 after. Call 43+7107.
~Regal Hnmsonburg 3: "Dame's Peak," "Vegas Vacation," "Shine,"
$4 before 6 p.m., $6 after. Call433·1200.
an et~mt featured m Arts
ba.sement clo the Ans section.

ART

ALLYSON HOFEJVstqffphowgropMr

Hyped upl

Med Skllz performed Frtday niCht at JM"a Bar & Grttl In front of • sold-out
crowd. Tbe Richmond native
promoting his current album F1vm Whete?n
with hits 'Nod Factor' and ' Move Ya Body.'
'
'

w•

2061-F Evelyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall)

Harrisonburg • (703) 432·3699
I

The Area'•
IISTJ...
IISTVal~~e~

IIIJT Mpc"Ufe

UNIVERSITY
COURT
•6 Bedrooms, 3 Baths
•Fully Furnished Unit
•Individual Leases

/;:!/a OJ 434-U73

Coldwell Banker

Welcome Back Party with Box Turtle
·

Monday Mareh lOth!
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es go out in style, pound Seahawks
~~..,j~~·~:'l:"r paces JMU in

69-56 CAA

over UNCW in final home game
by Steven Trout
senior writer

"We had our
against the wall,"
said. ''1 put more pressure on
and I just changed gears.''
Coming off a disappointing 1065 Friday
·nst East Car olina University, the
(18-8 overall, 9-7 CAA) were in desneed of a victory. Rilinger's 14five-rebound and six-assist perforpaced the Dukes in what was their
straight victory over the Seahawks.
'1'm happy to end the season on a good
" JMU head coach Shelia Moorman
. '1liked our effort"
The Dukes' 13-point victory was at
in question throughout the first half,
a balanced JMU attack proved to be
much for UNCW. JMU's five starters
scored in double figures with sophoKi.sh Jordan and Manika Herring,
Rilinger aU tallying 14 points.

"I just took my responsibility and
stepped it up," Herring said. "I just came
out and played how I wanted to play."
Herring enjoyed this rare starting
appearance because senior forward Sarah
Schreib didn't play. Schreib took an elbow
to the eye in the feb. 16 game against the
University of Richmond. Along with the
season-ending knee injury to starting
sophomore guard Hope Cook, the squad
was certainly lacking some offensive fire..
power.
"We're missing a definite scoring
punch without Sarah and Holly,"
Moorman said. "But we had an excellent
team effort. 1 have to point at our defense.
Our pressure was very good."
Jordan and freshman forward Laura
Gehrke led the Dulces with 22 combined
rebounds, keeping the Seahawks off the
boards all game. As a team, JMU outrebounded UNCW 46-32, all ol which was
instrumental in an insurmOuntable 30-3
run at the beginn!ng of the second half.
"Our intensity level was excellent,"
Moorman said. "We w~re quick on the
court, we were helping each other. That's
the sort of defense we have to play."
Sunday's win ~es the Dukes a No. 4
seed going into the CAA Tournament this
see POUND page 25

Harper makes Wright moves
against Raiders in 6-2 victory
After the Raiders took a 1..0 lead in the top of the
fourth, the Dukes came back with a three-run fourth
inning and a two-run fifth. Junior shortstop Corey
In front of 30-plus Major League Baseball scouts, Hoch started the fourth off with a hit, and junior
JMU junior pitcher Travis Harper struggled briefly third baseman Greg White followed with a hit as
before leading the Dukes to a 6-2 victory over well.
The runners on first and second were sacrificed
Wright State University at Long Field Sunday.
· "(Harper) is a very mature pitcher, where things over when senior first baseman Ray Baksh laid
that have already happened, he does not let them down the bunt.
"Our offense is predicated around the team
effect him if they are negative," JMU head coach
Kevin Anderson said. "He has the ability to concept," Anderson said "Rather than relying on
mentally block bad things out after they have one or two guys knocking in runs and if they don't,
occurred, and that is a sign of a quality big-time then you lose.
"We have such an outstanding team and a lot of
pitcher."
The nukes finished a three-game series between people that do good situational-type hitting that that
the teams, in which JMU prevailed, winning two out is what we really concentrate on and rely on."
After the Baksh sacrilice bunt, freshman
of the three.
Harper, who recorded his first victory of the outfielder Rich Rodannel hit a double, knocking in
season by pitching eight innings and giving up just Hoch and White. Junior catcher Gltn Borgmann
two runs on four hits, striking out eight and walking followed with an RBI single to complete the fourth
one. Freshman Nic Herr came in and pitched the inning for the Dukes.
In the fifth inning, Harper calmed down and
ninth, striking out one batter.
"I felt pretty good today," Harper said. "At times pitched three consecutive, hitless innings.
"The adjustment I made was I had to start
I struggled with my command a little bit"
Harper struggled i!' the fourth inning when he pitching down in the zone," Harper said. "I felt like •
gave up a solo home run to senior WSU outfielder I was able to do that, and after that point, I felt a
Bobby Lee Coy. The next two batters hit the ball little better, and that enabled me to settle down a
hard In the fourth, but sophomore outfielder Kevin little bit."
Junior outfielder Chad Hartman took a base-onRazler found his way underneath the ball, keeping
balls from WSU senior pitcher Matt Clark to start _
the Raiders off the base paths.
"The hitters did a good job in the middle innings the JMU fifth inning After the walk, Oark hit Razler
putting some runs on the board," Harper said 'That with a pitch, putting runners on first and second.
made it a lot easier for me to go out there and Sentor Second baseman Rusty Lowrey put down the
concentrate on throwing strikes and let my defense
see HARPER page 25
work behind me, and they did a really good job."

by Daniel Nemerow
staff writer

LAURA SOULAR/Stmor pl10tagrrtplrtr

Dunk you very much
JMU freshman cuard Jamar Perry dunks durinC the first half
of the Dukes' &ame Saturday a&alnst the University of
Richmond. The· spiders defeated JMU 77-71.1n the Dukes'
final home game of the season. See page 25 for game story.
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Pick-up & Delivery Available
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Summer Session at Stony Brook
Terms start june 2 and July 14
260 courses in 40 subjects
Day and evening classes
Low NYS tuition
Live on campus or commute

A'~ty fv1crogemelt avtton

I

T h e HLA..V:U 8 T U D E N T
.ALLI..ANVE p:re8e:n..t. •••
a forumo·n

''EHONICS
Dr. ·charles Barron
will be the guest speaker. The
topic of the evening will be the
origin, the future and the role
EBONI£Swlll
play in our
English language.
Everyone is invited
and encouraged to
attend.
••

PhUUps Center

•
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weekend, with Old Dominion
University, American University
and the University of Richmond
rounding out the top three.
''We are certainly disappointed with our standing," Moorman
said. "We're a better team than
that We just have to keep our fingers CJ'068ed."
The game also marked the end
of the regular-season careers of
Rilinger and Schre:ib. Rilinger is
JMU's all-time leading scorer
with 1,589 points. She is also
JMU's career leader in threepoint field goals, ranks second in
free throws and third in assists
and steals. Schreib is JMU's alltime leading rebounder with 835
career rebounds, and she ranks
sixth on JMU's all-time scoring
list with 1,.362 points.
"They are two of the fi.nest
players ever to come through our
program," Moonnan said. ''Their
· names are everywhere in the
record books."
Rilinger said, " It's sad. I've
had three great years here, and
it's hard to belie~e it's all over."
But the Dukes' season continues; they wiU play George Mason
University Wednesday in the first
round of the CAA Tournament
in the Richmond Coliseum.

by John M. Taylor
assistant sports editor
When the Dukes lost to
Richmond for the second time
last season, a miserable Lefty
Driesell gave a pitiful, brokenhearted post-game speech
bemoaning how badly his team
played. After Saturday's 77-71
Joss to the Spiders, JMU's second
of the season, Driesell took that
performance a step further - he
didn't say anything.
"I really don't have anything
to say except congratulations to
Richmond, I thought they played
a heck of a ballgame," Driesell
said in his brief post-game statement. "I'm about as low as I can
get, so I don't want to answer any
questions and I don't want to say
anything, because I'll probably
say the wrong thing."
For him to say the wrong
thing would have fit perfectly in
the context of the game, for
Driesell's Dukes did little right
down the stretch. It was the same
scenario that JMU has played out
game after game - the Dukes
bUild a big lead, they settle down,
they lose the lead and subsequently the game.
"Last few games, like down
the stretch at East Carolina, all of
our conference games of late .. .
ln fact, even with UNCCharlotte, dating back to that,
when things get down the
stretch, when things get dose, we
seem to become passive. People
don't want to step up and take
the big shot:' JMU senior forward Charles Lott said.
"That's what we need. Some
who haven't shot the ball
t during the game have to
step up and do something big.
at's, what [Richmond] did
Sophomore
swingman
Atkinson's three pointer
11 minutes left in the game
JMU a seven-point lead, 54Two minutes later it was a tie
n .......... . as reserve guard Jarod
hit a three pointer and
-- c-..~ dunk..
mnthn,a the game at 54.
lead the Dukes
t was one point, as
took control of the
behind the fine play of its
ckcourt. Five-foot-9 point
Marseilles Brown had one
his best games of the season, as
id Stevenson. Brown, a freshwho only recently took over
starting role from junior
Cueto, fell oae short of his
high with 13 points. He
s three of four from threerange.
" He hit a couple big shots
I was doubling down,"
sophomore guard Ned
said
Stevenson, another former
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IAN GRAHAM /~ttior photographa'
Senior Ryan Cullcerto, who atarted the last home &arne of his JMU
career, &oea In for a ftrat-hatf layup. He finished with 4 points.

starter who had struggled this
season, finished with 18 points,
five assists and three steals in 25
minutes off the bench. "Jarod
Stevenson played one of the best
games of his career," Spider head
coach Bill Dooley said. "We hit
very timely shots when we needed them - Daryl Oliver, Cueto
and Stevenson, and then did a
~ job down the stretch at the
throw line."
The Spiders piled it on down
the stretch, and the Dukes were
unable to respond . The afore-

~"'~~~--po_in_t
goals during the final 11 minutes
of play. Atkinson hit another
three with 23.seconds left, and
Jamar Perry made a meaningless
layup with six seconds left to cut
the margin to four.
JMU only hit 12-of-20 free
throws during that same time
period.
"When they started making
their run, we just got tight and
didn' t play," Atkinson said. "We
should have kept doing the
things we were doing, but we
just stopped playing. We should
have responded, but we didn' t
Lott said, "Down the stretch
we just went into the tank at the
foul line. I don' t know what hapH

pened- it's not one person, it's a
group effort."
Dooley gave most of the credit to improved defense. " During
that stretch, our guys just did a
better job of guarding," the
fourth-year head man said. " I
really was not very happy with
the way we defended in the first
half and beginning of the second
half - the teams were just trading baskets. H you're on the road,
you're not going to win that type
of game.
see SPtOERS page 27
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Howard
Lou

Boozer
Fehoo
Ollicato
Pmy
~

Milia
Boyd
Slrictland

.,._•

Ia• I

36 4-11 38
36 7· 12 )..4
23 2-'1
30 I-"
IS 0-4
7 2·3
29 6-9
4 G.()
4 G-1
16 2-2

s.6
....
4-7
G.()
G.()
G.()
G.()

G-2

• pi
I·S 3 s
H
I 3
G-2 2 4
().2 I I
G.() I 0
G-1 I I
2·8 I 4
G.() 0 I
G.() 0 0
2·5 I I
o-1

tp

13
17
9
6
4
4
14
0

0
4

Totals
200 24-SO 21 2115-lS 19 17 71
Paullt:qa: fU-...48.0. FT~ I.J. 3-poirJc
aoaJs.--4.14. 28.6. cttoww 2-6. AtkiftiOll 2-'1,
Cllllccrto G-3, Felton G-1 ). Bbt.etl--.: 7
(Strickland S. AtkiiiSOCI 2). 'I'UI'Mftm 14
(Fdton 3. Howard 2, Boom- 2, Cllficalo 2,
Pmy 2, Althuon 2, Loa). St.a.: 6 (Fdton 3.
Atkinson2. Pmy).

Mcri6ce ~~the runners over. Hoch hit a saaifice fly to
left field.~ in Hartman, and White followed that with an RBI
double scoring Razler.
"We saw [Clark] ~ up, and we knew we had to stay beck
and by to drive the ball the other way," Borgmann said. .,F'amt time
lhrough the lineup, no one hit the ball hard except (Baksh], and
then the second time through, we saw him once and everyone
stayed back and ctid their jobs.H
Both teams added one run in the eighth. WSU had another solo
shot from senior outfielder T.D. Hicks. The Du.kes' last run came off
an RBI hit from Borgmann.
JMU has four games left in its season-opening homestand,
including a tbnl! pne series with Drexel The Dukes will have to
ClOiltinue to ecec:ute defensively and offensively if they want to
cmtfnue the«n"PBI ~have~ sbuting the season 4-J.
"We neea1:0 wrpel\ up ~bUt for this time of the year
we have
three really good teams,,. Andersoo said. ''When
our

CD'ilillelat, we

•
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That's right, we need you to help us expand
[JreezeNet. We need people to write html documents,
design graphics and come up with new ideas.
Experience is a plus but not necessary. Everyone is welcome,
and training will be provided for those who need it. Just stop
by The Breeze, in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, Sunday
or Wednesday nights at 10 p.m. For more info, contact Roger
Wollenberg at x6127 or send e-mail to the_breeze@jmu.edu.

jhttp://breeze.jmu.eduj

~

more about
PUBLISHING?

Do you have
·a story for

Meet in room 214 of
Keezell Hall on Tuesday,
Feb. 25 between 11:30
and 1:30. you'll learn
about a 95 JMU grad's
experience at the
University of Denver's
Publishing Institute.

Call X 6127
and give us
the scoop!

Want to find out ·

Would you like to
share your opinion
with the world? ·
Write a letter
to the editor.

The Breeze?

Cl/ Cl

free ride ...

AJmOUDCing the ATf&T

"Ultimate Road /l'rip•
sweepstakes.

What's g o ing on

I

Going abroad this school

year? AT&T would like
to help pay your way .
10 Qamd

Pri•• WiDDara -

Round-Trip Air Transportation
fran the U.S. to the country
where you' 11 be studying.

Office will be closed from 3/3/97 'til 3/13/97
for remodeling

Plus thousands of chan.c es to win
high-quality currency converters
(hey, you may find it more valuable
than the air transportation).

PRBB Pool Games: 5:30 - 7:00 p.m. daily
Laugh~ng

Song & Dance

Solar Garlic

Rob

Conk~in

TUESD

THliriilllll

Yugo Diidat
Divas SbOfll w/D.J. Dancing

D.J.

Dancing
8-12 p .m.

To enter, call

Y

http.

www. ~tt .com Jtudt'tlt _ ~bro~d
Do i

r: today.

_
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Things don't look too good for the Dukes
.&.&,..,~'-!~--.. .

into CAA tourney weekend, JMU's hoops teams have seen better days

Perhaps last week's sunny skies and 60egree temperatures were trying to tell
those of us who foUow JMU sports something we just didn't pick up on until this
past weekend. Maybe it was a not-so-su~
tic hint to get the baseball season - or fOr
that matter, lacrosse - started in
Harrisonburg as soon as possible.
Remember though, this is the last week
of February, the prelude to the greatest
month known to man and sport. In less
than a week, the "Madness" will begin;
first conference basketball tournaments,
then the Big Dance.
just because we should promptly welcome head coach Kevin Anderson's baseball Dukes doesn't mean college basketball's March Madness won't be everything
it's rightfully cracked up to be. Rather, it
means the Madness will likely have nothing to do with either of JMU's basketball
teams.
That's unfortunate considering the
early-season runs both teams were making
toward a Colonial Athletic AsSociation
championship and some sort of postseason
tournament bid. Instead, bOth JMU basketball teams currently reside in the middle of
the pack in their respective conference
races and will have to win th e CAA
Tournament to even sniff an invitation to
the NCAA or NIT tournarnents.
And considering both teams' recent
slides, the likelihood of CAA titles appears
bleak at best.
Since the women's teams started the

season U-1 - the best start since 1973-74 lineup, the Dukes- as well as anyone else
- the Dukes have lost seven of their last in the CAA - would encounter insur13 games. When once the Dukes were
mountable odds when it came to dethronexpccted to provide nationally ranked Old ing five-time defending CAA champion
Dominion University with some sort of Old Dominion.
conference competition, they currently
As for head coach Lefty Driesell's
occupy the fourth spot in the CAA
Dukes, they've done a nice JOb of going
It hasn't helped the women's team that from CAA regular season htle contender
its personncl has been hit by a severe case to play-in game possibility if they lose
of the injury bug the second half of the sea- tonight at Old Dominion. And if you're
son. Senior forward Sarah Schreib, the looking for someone to blame -and you
Dukes' lead-,_...,_...__...,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,. really don't
ing scorer
need to look
and reboundfar go
er, has dealt
ahead and
with several
blame me.
injuries rangAfter
the
ing from bum
Dukes disankles
to
mantled Old
black eyes,
Dominion 84while fresh66 Jan. 25, 1
man reserve
proclaimed in
guard Misty
this very colColebank is currently hobbled by an umn that this team had effectively turned
injured ankle.
the comer in the CAA on its way to returnBut most detrimental to the Dukes' lim- ing to the top of the conference.
ited CAA Tournament title chances was
Since then, the Dukes have won just
the loss of sophomore guard Hope Cook. thn!e of their last eight conference games,
who'll miss the rest of the season after tear- including a two-game losing streak last
ing the anterior crucialt' ligament, medial week. Make that a tw<>-game home losing
collateral ligament and meniscus cartilage streak to the College of William & Mary
in her right knee. Cook was averaging 9.7 and University of Richmond - teams the
points and 5.3 rebounds before she suf- Dukes lost to earlier this season. So much
fered the injuries Feb. 14 against Virginia for revenge.
Commonwealth University.
The one saving grace the Dukes seem
However, even with an entirely healthy to have for a postseason appearance is the

Grapplers take down Patriots
Dukes remain unbeaten In CAA with 24-18 win over GMU
from Breeze staff reports
Behind the efforts given by the
JMU wrestling team's first four
wrestlers, the Dukes posted a 24-18
win over Colonial Athletic
Association rival George Mason
University.
With the win, the Dukes
improved to 8-4 overall, and
remained undefeated in the CAA
with a 4-0 mark.
The Patriots, who were preYibusly
unbeaten in the conference, feJI to 113 overall, 3-1 in the CAA.
JMU jumped out to an
lead, courtesy of VlC!,OI'.I~~~~~
four weight classes. Senior Ken
(118-pound) improved his record to
18-3 with a defeat of GMU's Chris
Mansueto, while senior Doug Detrick
tallied a 11-9 decision over Sean Shea
in the 126--pound competition.
Senior Doug Batey (134-pound)
kept the Dukes' momentum going
with an 18-7 major decision over
GMU's Jason Grant
Arguably the Dukes' most important victory of the match came when
PETER HAGGARTY/slJI.ffphotographn
senior Pat Coyle pinned 1997 JMU's Trenton Boyd puts Geor&e Muon wrestler Brad Ginn's face In the
Virginia sta te champion Maz
mat during the Dukes' match against ~MU Friday In Sinclair Gymnasium.
Movahed at the 3:32 mark of the 142held at American University March 8.
record to 10-5 while Williams moved
pound event.
The
NCAA championships are
to
14-9
for
the
year.
JMU senior Chris Vidak and
scheduled
to begin Merch 20 in
The
Dukes
next
face
Virginia
Tech
freshman Elliot Williams capped off
Cedar Falls, Iowa.
the Dukes' win with consecutive vic- Feb. 25 in Sinclair Gymnasium at 7:30
•
Rossi, Detrick, Batey and Coyle
tories in the 177-pound and 190P·~
CAA
championships
will
be
will
particpate in the NCAA event
pound bouts. Vidak improved his

CAA itself. This year more than ever, the
league's parity - or mediocrity - has
everyone beating up on each other. In fact,
before Wednesday's CAA games, seven
teams had a mathematical chance of earning the top-5«'<1 for this weekend's CAA
Tournament in Richmond
However, even the CAA's unpredictabihty may not be enough to help the
Dukes win the conference tournament,
unless they start watching tapes of jim
Valvano's 1983 Cardiac Kids of North
Carolina State University.
So, with that said, it would be a surprise of sorts 1f one or both of JMU's basketball teams came away from the
Richmond Coliseum this weekend with a
CAA championship - not to menbon an
NCAA Tournament invitation. And if they
don't, that's no surprise at all considering
none of JMU's more prominent athletic
teams has won a CAA title this academic
year: not field hockey, men's and women's
soccer or volleyball. JMU's best hope may
be it's conference-undefeated wrestling
team.
Who knows, now that it's officially
baseball season at JMU, perhaps
Anderson's Dukes will bring home JMU's
only CAA hardware. It doesn't appear
either of the basketball teams will.

C. Scott Graham is a senior mass communication major and sports editor of The Breeze.
He's also looking forward to Mard1 Madness,
110 matter who's playing.

I

Spiders _ _ __
~#him 1J1111125

-'I'he other thing was, we just made some shots
down the stretch."
While Driesell didn't give answers to the prlnt
media, the dilgruntled coach gave a few to the JMU
Sports Network.
"'twas free-throw shooting, bad defense," Driesell
said. "1 wu proud of lhit team up till the last few

a .

pnes, but we'.re just .AJcin8. pi...
He also commented Oil Wfiat could be considered
the one bljghl spot in the lc&. He tinally prOmised to

make more p)aying1:ime lot freshman "Rob Stricklaild.
The 6-foot-iO Center played 16 minutes against the
~IQW'~·
ta,.five~ and five
~litclu
two ~ ·Jji_:ArJt two trips
floor~4
...~lly got the
Dec.use starter I..amOnt "Boozer got into

•
m

.

~~

.,Rob Strickland will start from now on," Driesell
told the JMU Sports NetWork. "We got two games left,
and he11 start those pnes."
~be thrown into the fire ~gainst AUCAA 1irsHeamer Osfell Hoc!ge and the Old Dominion

Monarchs tonfght when .J¥U.travels to Norfolk for a
7:35p.m. tipolf.,The DUJces blew out the Monarchs on
Jan. 25, 84--66, but haven't won in Norfolk since the
19a);.'81 season.

CAA

Team

Overall

t().6

15-13

Old Dominion

9.(;

18-10

East Carolina

8-7
8-7
8-7
&-7

UNC-Wilmington

.Jamea MadiiOb
Virginia Coimnonwealth
WUtiam&~

RidBDond

..

:J-8

7-8
3-12

16-9
1~11

13-12
ll-14
12-13
11-14
9-16

..
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Men dominate on way to sixth
straight CAA title
The men's swim team put on the most
dominating performance in Colonial
Athletic Association Championship history, finishing 245 points ahead of the rest of
the field Saturday. The win gave the
Dukes their sixth CAA title in a row.
JMU also set a new record for points
scored, with 832 That totaJ surpassed last
year's record, also set by the Dukes, of 766.
UNC-Wilmington finished in second place
with 587 points.
Among first place finishers for the
Dukes were the 400 free-relay team;
sophomore Adam Prem in the SO freestyle;
senior Ryan Frost in the 100 an~ 200
breaststrokes; and sophomore Paul
Oehling, who won the 500 freestyle, placed
second in the 400 individual medley and
placed third in the 1650 freestyle.
Frost became the fourth swimmer in
CAA history to sweep an event over his
career. He won the 100 breaststroke in
each of his four years of competition. He
was named t:AA Swimmer of the Year,
and head coach Brooks Teal was named
men's Coach of the Year by the conference.
The women'c; team finished fourth at

the CAA Championships last weekend .
JMU had a final team score of 454, right
behind third-place University of
Richmond, which had 570.50. Defending
champion East Carolina University finished first with 679.50 points. JMU and
ECU shared the title in 1995.
Sophomore Beth EJie was the sole farstplace finisher for the Dukes. She took top
honors in the 200 individual medley.
Senior Amanda Kuehl took second place
in the three meter clive.
The Dukes will compete in the ECAC
Championships in Sewell, N.J., Feb. 27March1.

Depleted Dukes finish second
Despite a strong showing in the foil
division, JMU took second pla'e in the
Virginia lntercoUegiate Women's Fencing
Championships in Blacksburg last weekend.
Heather Robertson took first place in
the foil division, going 15-2 for the weekend . Teammate Susan Loeser finished
fourth (11-6) and Laura Webb finished seventh (11-6}.
Two of JMU's top epee fencers were
unable to compete because of illnesses,
which left the Dukes shorthanded. The

Dukes still finished third without the services of No.2 and 3 epee fencers Marcy
Miller and Ida Tennant, respectively. Katie
Sechrist finished second with an overall
record of 12-5. Rowena Federico finished
third (13-4).
Hollins College finished the overall
competition with 61 victories.JMU had 54
victories, and Sweet Briar had 47.

Monday. Feb. 24
•Men's basketball@ Old
Dominion
7:35 p.m.
On the air: 550 AM WSVA,
105.1 FM, 7:05p.m.
Tuesday. feb. 25
•Wrestling v. Virginia Tech
7:30p.m.

JMU scales down Mountaineers
JMU got a strong showing in slngles
and doubles competition in defeating West
Virginia University on Feb. 14, 4-3.
Top seed Cullen deWindt won his sin- ·
gJes match over Mike Dektas, 6-2, 6-3. He
and partner Jon Bartlett won their doubles
match also,8-2.
JMU also got singles wins from Brian
NeJson (6-1, 6-3) and Chell Lamm (3-6, '6-2,
7-6, (5)). Peter Faigl and Lamm won
doubles match also, 8-6.

Wedne&da~ Feb.28

• CAA women's basketball .
play-in game W&M v.
·
UNCW @ Richmond 7 p.m.
Tbursclay. Feb. 27
•Women 's basketball v.
GMU (CAA Tourney)
@ Richmond
noon
• Swimming@ ECAC
Championships, Sewell,
N.J.

teir

Women fall to Pittsburgh
JMU feU a few points short of uJversity of Pittsburgh Saturday, falling 188.625191.7250.

• Home games In Bold

The Valley's First Running Specialty Store:

The Runner's Corner
89 East Elizabeth St Downtown
across from the post office

Opening
March 1
<

AU major brands of shoes. apparel and accessories.
A friendly and knowledgeable staff.
Run by and see us!!!

Runner owned and operated
Store Hours
Mon-Fri. 10:00 AM-5:30PM
Sat. 10:00 AM-4:00PM

J oin us for group training runs
Thes. and Thor. 6:00 PM
I

l
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reeze e ·needs
you!

Precipice\Alexander and Dewan

BreezeNet is looking for an online editor
and a webmaster to work from April1,
1997 to March 31,1998.
Do you know a lot about the Internet? Do you love
designing web pages and graphics? Then apply for
online editor! SMAD majors are especially encouraged
to apply.

. I

Do you know a lot about computers? Can you write
CGis, Java, and/ or Javascript? Are you good with Macs?
Then apply for Webmaster!

..
,.,.--

Both positions are paid, and the application deadline
is Wednesday, Feb. 26. Drop off a resume and cover
letter at The Breeze, in the basement of Anthony-Seeger
Hall. Please direct questions to higginba@jmu.edu,
or call Brian Higgins at x6729.

I

,

http://breeze.jmu.edu
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FOR RENT
UIIIMflltr ..... - I er 4 .,e. Fumllheel or unfurnished.
~ ANI £.-.. Inc. (540) 433~78.

,..

CLASSIFIEDS

...............

NATIONAL fi'MK a.LO~·
Wort! in America's NatioN~ PWka,
Fotnts. ' Wildlla PrelervM. Our
materlala uncover rewardlnl
opportunities In the outdoors.
Call; 1·20&-971·3820 ext.
N53258 (We are a reaeercl'l &

28R. W/0, dlshwasher, utilities
Pllid eM:ePt IC, pool, Clltl for more
details. 432-9713.

' - ' .-.. - BIC bodroom,

privata bathroom, convenient
location, ln·house washer and
ctyer, IMIOnable cwtce. Call Jason
Smith It 434-7581.

1 a... ••..,....- S210/mo
plus utilities, 1 block from
campus across from the hospital
~32a53.

I •

Ulllwallt)

~,.company).

.........,.

Amerb'l,...,., BniCIIet/ Sistl<

c.wt, Wither 1

Summer CIIIICII

drye(. dllhwMher $200/atudent.
~433-2126.

....

a... .......

~~~u.r~... CAlli_ .lrMI-..-.n
._

aaa UftlwonltJ Colltt,

waaherf
dr,er, dishwasher, available
Aa.elst <433-2126.

. . . . CA&ll--.aYII
I'OIIIIIOM..ot
(No~

s .........

n.

.......................
u_...._

... ..._c.-..... ....,.
Clll _,...,

.-.-n ,.,_,

lultlot at Tllo Co•••••
Bedroom Available. Call <433·
3<481/ Trial\ 703-807-1810.

FOR SALE
hlloll cera fro• 11n Porschea, Cadlllaca, Chevy,,
BMWa. Corvettes. Also Jeepa,
4WOs. Your area. Toll free,
(800)898-9778. ext. A·3727 lor
c:utrent Ust!f'Cs.

8roat Prien, Now Hofttlas.

Tow• 1 •• 4
21/2
baths, swlmmlnc pool, tonnls.
MadiSOI'I Manor. Cell<434-3790

Harrtlonbura Honda on the Net •
http:t/HOme.ttca.nev

• • ••,... , .......s. -

ltM!u•••

chuckwiDiams

beta~~

c-""

I)Wilsl\~ cotnplt!)').

Nllclold)

ALAIU IUf If lilt IMP\.OYMINT
F1shiiW lnduttty. Oatlllls on hOw to
flnd • h~ job with lxcellont
benefits (tnlnsport.atlon + room &
bOard). For Information: 80().2 76085<4 ExtA53251 (We are a
AIMin:ll ' ~lf'C eotnpln)).

CRUtSI

a

LAND-TOUR

IMfll.OYMENT - WOtk In

IXOliC

h,miShed; wa~tUne disWnce; S190250/mon1h; 1 year ..... (8/97 •
8/98), washer/dryer; (703)-450-

COMe lor • •creative lhOJJiftl
..,..._.,., 8Ift 6 Tldt. 227 N.

....

Itt paid! For lndustty lnformltion,

company).

0 . .......... . . , ........
next door to campus, currently
evallllbte. $250/mo. <432-6391.

8ov't Foflclo.ed homes from
pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repos, REDs. Yru: area. Toll free
(1)800.21&9000 Ext. H-3727 for
current liStif'CS.

5008.

Unlelllo ...._. . _ . Taw• a••
- rumfahld. row bedrooms. two
IMI'C rooms. {540)-433-1333

artments
434-1847 9 a.m.·S p.m.
2BR Apt $380/mo
or $190/J)eftOO
3BR Apt $450/mo
or $150/J)eftOO
All aptS new Cantrell Btldp
One of the ctosest complexes to
JMUI

Owner/ Mana&ef1

The

eoocs epanments ao first,

so come by and see usl

loclliofls, meet fun people, AND

call Cruise Employment Serv~ees·
S00.27e-..9<48 Ext.C53259 (We
are 1 reaetrch & publlahln&
.

,

"-co q.ttty FoMa has an enuy
IINel poslticn of Stiff Alcc:ountMlt.
no~. 8.$ . 111

ICCCitlntJI'C.

Liberal stanlna tafary and
fteellent career IJ"'W(h. Excellent
benefits padc.eCe. EEO. ~
send r6aum6 to P.O. Box 750,

........
...............
-===
It.... t'~-:-..
...................
.. ._o_,•.....,.....,.,

TlmbeMIIe, VA 22853.

S:H,.a · ~

h , YIIU.U

Professlonll

ADOPTION -

1-80Q.484.6482 code 6396.

Lovin&. childless

couple (colle(e aracsuates) hope to

adopt a white Infant Into our

Ha,, 24th •trthday for Tom

CMstAIIo home. Please call Collect
(5<40)e42...029........

Aenche today!

YARD IAL! A,_IL 26 -Tables
$7 each, held "Ea&lea" Old
Furnace Road. Harrisonburg.
FUrther info.. can Joanne Ufe 249- ""
«76.
~

Cell <433-0360.

IID.IN8 F1NANCW. Alln Don't
limit yow posslbllltiet for financial
aldl Student Flnoncltl Services
profiles over 200.000+ ~
ewarda from privata & piJt)llc
sectors. Call: 1·800.263-6<495
ext.F53255 ewe are • research &
pubhthq company).

n .oo ,., hour J'u• $150 per
month houslf'C allowance. lMJest
rental S8Mce on the Outer Banks
of North Carolina (Naas Head).
Call Dona for eppllcttlon and
houalf'C Info 800662·2122.
Lllefuartllnl Cteae Valley
Wellneu Center Is offerina e
lifllluard•rc class March lto April
19, saturday momtnas. Call 5645695 for Info.

-

f6.,.. ...,_of

Aphla.co
1M pl8ce KA I:K
2nd pl8ce I:N AI.A
3rd pl8ce AKA ~r

.,... ,.., co ..
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A~ woulll like to thank UREC
and all of our sponsors fOf their
help with Aphlasc:o

,__NOnCE
.............. ...
~ ......... ""
~o#••-=•nc

......_ opportunltloa • WOitl«·
~. oo..tact tM
llettlor ........ . . . . , !ftc.,
at (703)M2-MSI•

'*"'

SPRING BREAK
WANTED

wHole to the Charity
Foundation Tax Dilductlble Charity

lfi'RIN8aREAK '171 Cancun,
Bahamts, Jamaica & Florlda · 7meal plan only $191 Group
Oflanlzers Elm Free Tr1ps & C8.sh
•.• Cell today! 800·700..0790
www.vaelbondtOUfs.com

Lowlnf, Dewotell, Chlldloao
Mwrled Couple Withes to Adopt
Baby. Will provide needed help. If
we can help each other please call
Meg and David collect. (703)-491·

lnortcefln• . I~ available
for Spffnllhlk - $27.50 for the
week. l<athy'a Scuba <433-3337

o....,..

like new. padded seat. U-lock
included, $90. <432-9713.

foundation, Inc. 540-432~53.

HELP WANTED

218-9000 Ext T-3727 for ll&tlf'Cs.

. . . . Ho,ef*:
~ 10 ~·

~~f~ .
~to~IIMGI
Pie- c.u OotMn .. Chul;tc

8f..t IIWt) . . . . /?l'Ofeaslonal
OJa/ National OJ Connection 1

I~YA

Mount-. Bike - Men'a 15 speed
Zanzibar bike, hardly used, looks

U,OOOa ~kE TYPtNG. Part
Tame. N. Home. Toll Free 1-80().

-aM•~

£4aUona. Mom Stays Home.

...... VlfiiWa IIIJOOI....,.., Is

c:aa

t1,000a fi'OIII.LE READING
ltOOICS. Part Time. At Home. Toll
Free 1~218-9000 Ext. R-3727
for Ustlf'CS.

•••

OCifiiiiiJwltlt .. ........
..... c.l colect . . . ...
DeNM .t703-7~

SERVICES

eurrently hlrina tor Its summer
season. Warctflou se persons,
drivers, helpers, Clasa B COL
drivers. Cell today. Ask for
Chertes Alexander 7()3.534-1<400.

8882.

..... ...............

,.,...., ,. ..._
)

(701)2. .1101

A loWe cou,ee wlaiMe to adopt
baby Into nunurln& and happy
home. Will comply with ell
adoption laws. Call Karen and
Guy 1(8001484·7542 {security
COde 1679).

4

PERSONALS

............... WIIJCto

lxoltlftl ••••er Jolt with
houtln&, Firat Come, Cook's
poaftJon now evailable. ~ Hawtc
PlzD a~ Hawk NC•

,......,_._ ........

VolcJI 110cM IIIII {199<4) S160,
Women's SOlomon ski boots ('lle
8·9) $40, Men's Columbia ski
jacket (1 mo. old) $60, Sony Car
Dlscman + anUshock system with
attachments. (worth $200) $90,
574-3312.

:·

a..oww .............

r..,e ......,....... -

Teacll basic: eonveraatlonal
fnCIIah In Prteue. Budapest, or
Krakow. Our materials uncover
many rewerdln&
teacl'lln&
opportunities with JtUt benetlta.
For informatJon: (208) 971·3680
ext.K53259 (We are 1 nllllfcf'l &

"I

THE BREEZE Monday, Feb. H. 1997 31

MeltoN Pa..U.., Formals. since
1985, WI play the hi\SI
433-0360
•
........,,........ lsiMd, $379.
Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and

Morel

Or»''aize smllllfOUP · earn
can

FREE 111P1 piUS comm•siOnsl

1

e

to The

are available!
For only $30 for third
class mail,
or $75 for first class
mail,
you can receive a full
year of
The Breeze. Please send
your name, address &
money to:
The Breeze
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

~

1.S00.98£ACH.1

•

Sl Monday, Feb. 2~. 1997 THE BREEZE
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South View & The Commons Apartments
Offer FREE Trash Removal
Each furnished Luxury
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom
Apartment comes with:
~

• Double Beds in each bedroom
• Full size Washer & Dryer
• Telephone & Cable hookups
in each bedroom & living room
• Oversized Oosets

• Built-in microwave oven
. • Garbage disposal
• Full size Dishwasher
• Bus Service

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
and by appointment

869 B Port Republic Rd.

432-0600

Stop by
The Commons
Rental Office,
or call 432-0600,

and make a
move to luxury!

